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IRAQ
1. Shiite Praises Anti-Insurgent Militias

(New York Times)....Richard A. Oppel Jr. and Khalid Al-ansary
The leader of Iraq’s most influential Shiite party offered surprisingly conciliatory remarks on Thursday about the
former insurgents and other Sunnis who have banded together into militias to work with American forces, stating
that the groups had helped improve security and should be continued.

2. Cleric Al-Sadr, Main Rival Try To Solidify Their Fragile Truce
(San Diego Union-Tribune)....Associated Press
Representatives of radical Shiite cleric Muqtada al-Sadr met yesterday with officials from his chief rival's party in an
effort to cement a tenuous peace agreement the two signed in October after violent clashes between their followers.

3. Three U.S. Soldiers Die In Shooting, Bombing
(Washington Post)....Amit R. Paley
The U.S. military on Thursday announced the deaths of three U.S. soldiers in Iraq over the past two days.

4. Iraqi Lawmaker May Face Charges
(Los Angeles Times)....Kimi Yoshino and Saif Hameed
Members of Iraq's parliament are renewing efforts to strip immunity from a top Sunni Arab lawmaker, a fierce critic
of Prime Minister Nouri Maliki who has repeatedly been accused of involvement in incidents of violence.

5. Military Cautious On Iran Aid To Militants
(Washington Times)....Sara A. Carter
The spokesman for Gen. David H. Petraeus said that a quote he e-mailed to The Washington Times for the article in
yesterday's paper headlined "Iran no longer aids Iraq militants" was not clear and therefore misinterpreted.

6. Shiites, Sunnis Wary Of Bridge Reopening
(Seattle Post-Intelligencer)....Diaa Hadid, Associated Press
For decades, the Imams Bridge spanning the Tigris River linked two ancient Baghdad neighborhoods -- one Sunni,
the other Shiite -- and illustrated the city's tradition of sectarian tolerance, as residents from both sides harmoniously
intermingled.

AFGHANISTAN
7. Bomb Hits Indian Workers In Afghanistan

(New York Times)....Reuters
A suicide bomber on Thursday attacked a convoy carrying a group of Indian road engineers in Nimruz Province, in
southeastern Afghanistan, the provincial governor said.

8. Afghan Suicide Bomber Kills 7, Injures 12
(Seattle Post-Intelligencer)....Associated Press



...Meanwhile, the U.S. military on Thursday returned the body of a Guantanamo Bay detainee who died of cancer to
Afghanistan, a Pentagon spokesman said.

9. New Joint Aviation Facility In Afghanistan Set To Open In January
(Inside The Pentagon)....Carlo Munoz
A new joint aviation facility designed to support Afghanistan military and police forces in counternarcotics
operations will open its doors later this month, with the goal of reaching full operational capability by this spring, a
senior defense official tells Inside the Pentagon.

ARMY
10. A Drunken Night In Iraq, A Soldier Left Behind

(Washington Post)....Donna St. George
Woman is run over, abandoned by a sergeant. Her family wants to know why.

11. Soldier, Wife Start Anew After Tragic Crash
(El Paso Times)....Brandi Grissom
...Operation Homefront raised $140,000 to help the Johnsons pay off their debt, complete their bankruptcy
proceedings, buy a car, finance their home and move them from El Paso to San Antonio. The PGA tour raised
$78,000, while KB Homes furnished the home.

NAVY
12. Navy Must Cut Sonar Use Off California

(Los Angeles Times)....Kenneth R. Weiss
A federal judge in Los Angeles on Thursday ordered the toughest set of restrictions ever imposed on the U.S. Navy's
use of mid-frequency sonar off the Southern California coast as part of a protracted court battle to protect whales and
other marine mammals from underwater sonic blasts.

13. Ga. Sailor's Death In Ghana Still A Mystery
(Atlanta Journal-Constitution)....Ann Hardie
Lonnie L. Davis Jr. of Riverdale, known to his family as "LJ," entered the Navy almost a year ago to the day. He
never made his first-year anniversary.

AIR FORCE
14. In Battle On Birds, Air Force Deploys A Secret Weapon

(Wall Street Journal)....Michael M. Phillips
Flying an F-15E Eagle fighter may be the sexiest job the military has to offer. The least sexy may be bagging up the
beaks, talons and feathers smeared on the jet's exterior when an Eagle hits a sparrow at 500 miles per hour. Lt. Col.
Del Johnson does both.

MARINE CORPS
15. Pendleton Marines Optimistic On Iraq Deployment

(San Diego Union-Tribune)....Rick Rogers
Violence is down in area where troops are headed.

16. No Murder Charges Filed In Haditha Case
(Washington Post)....Josh White
After a two-year investigation into the killings of up to 24 civilians in Haditha, Iraq, the Marine Corps has decided
that none of the Marines involved in the incident will be charged with murder. Instead, two enlisted Marines and two
Marine officers will face trial in coming months for the killings and for failing to investigate them.

DEFENSE DEPARTMENT
17. Ex-Security Chief Admits Falsely Deputizing Cohort

(Washington Times)....Jim McElhatton
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The former counterterrorism officer for the Defense Logistics Agency's headquarters at Fort Belvoir pleaded guilty
yesterday to federal charges that he ordered official police credentials for a business associate.

18. New Policy In Place For Civilian Pay Raises At Defense
(Washington Post)....Stephen Barr
It's a new year and there's a new pay policy at the Defense Department.

19. Inside The Ring
(Washington Times)....Bill Gertz
Coughlin sacked; 3Com probe; Gates' house; China missiles.

20. Surging Oil Prices Send Military Costs Skyrocketing
(GovExec.com)....Greg Grant
...For the world's largest single consumer of petroleum, a U.S. military that is dependent on oil to fuel nearly all of its
weapons systems, the increase has meant a 30 percent jump in the price of a gallon of gas in just three months.

MIDEAST
21. Bombing Targets Troops In Turkey's Kurdish Area; 5 Civilians Die

(Washington Post)....Ellen Knickmeyer
A bombing near a bus carrying Turkish troops in Turkey's Kurdish southeast killed five civilian bystanders on
Thursday, the country's military said.

22. Ayatollah Open To U.S.-Iran Ties
(Washington Times)....Nasser Karimi, Associated Press
Iran’s supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, said yesterday he was willing to improve relations with the United
States but that the moment was not right because it would make his country more vulnerable to U.S. espionage.

ASIA/PACIFIC
23. Naval Role For Afghanistan A Tough Sell

(Washington Times)....Takehiko Kambayashi
Japanese Prime Minister Yasuo Fukuda faces an uphill battle in his bid to resume naval operations to support the
U.S.-led war on terror in Afghanistan.

24. Musharraf Delivers A Fierce Denial
(Washington Post)....Griff Witte
Pakistani President Pervez Musharraf on Thursday vehemently denied that he or his government played any role in
the death of former prime minister Benazir Bhutto, and instead blamed her for not heeding warnings to take extra
precautions.

25. North Korea Says It Will Boost Its 'War Deterrent'
(Los Angeles Times)....Times Wire Services
North Korea's state media warned today that the communist nation would bolster its "war deterrent" and accused the
United States of plotting a nuclear war.

26. Nuke Delay Natural, China Says
(Washington Times)....Unattributed
China, host of six-party talks aimed at reining in North Korea’s nuclear program, yesterday described North Korea’s
failure to meet a deadline to account for its nuclear activities as a natural delay.

AMERICAS
27. Thanking Canada

(Washington Times)....James Morrison
In a New Year’s message to Canada, U.S. Ambassador David H. Wilkins highlighted the role of Canadian troops in
Afghanistan, where they have taken a lead role among NATO nations.

28. AFSOUTH Working To Help Latin Allies Rebuild Aging Air Forces
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(Inside The Air Force)....Marcus Weisgerber
U.S. Southern Command is helping four Central American nations recapitalize their aging air forces’ equipment and
infrastructure through an effort that would provide each country with new aircraft and training, a command official
tells Inside the Air Force.

BUSINESS
29. GAO Upholds Challenge To $1.2 Billion Boeing Contract

(Washington Post)....Dana Hedgpeth
The Government Accountability Office has upheld a competitor's protest of a $1.2 billion contract awarded to
Boeing to maintain a fleet of Air Force refueling tankers.

30. Osiris Wins Defense Pact For Therapy
(Baltimore Sun)....Allison Connolly
Osiris Therapeutics Inc. said yesterday that it has won a $224.7 million contract from the Defense Department to
develop and stockpile Prochymal, its adult stem cell therapy, to treat gastrointestinal damage caused by radiation
exposure.

31. Final Proposals Submitted For Air Force Tanker Contract
(Seattle Post-Intelligencer)....Unattributed
The Boeing Co. and a team consisting of Northrop Grumman Corp. and the European Aeronautic Defense and Space
Co. submitted their final proposals to the Air Force for planes to replace the service's aging fleet of KC-135 tankers.

INTELLIGENCE
32. Dem Asked CIA To Preserve Tapes

(USA Today)....Unattributed
The top Democrat on the House Intelligence Committee at the time warned in a 2003 letter that destroying
videotapes of terrorist interrogations would put the CIA under a cloud of suspicion, according to a newly declassified
copy of the letter.

33. An Inquiry Seen As Payback In A Rivalry
(New York Times)....David Johnston
The Justice Department’s criminal inquiry into the destruction of the Central Intelligence Agency interrogation tapes
will be carried out largely by agents from the Federal Bureau of Investigation, which has been sharply at odds with
the C.I.A. over the agency’s interrogation practices.

HOMELAND SECURITY
34. Passenger Jets Get Anti-Missile Devices

(USA Today)....Mimi Hall
Tens of thousands of airline passengers will soon be flying on jets outfitted with anti-missile systems as part of a new
government test aimed at thwarting terrorists armed with shoulder-fired projectiles.

TERRORISM
35. Al-Qaeda Ally Says It Killed 4 Algerian Police

(Philadelphia Inquirer)....Associated Press
An al-Qaeda affiliate in North Africa took responsibility for a suicide bombing east of the Algerian capital that killed
four police officers, according to a statement posted yesterday on extremist Web sites.

OPINION
36. Why U.S. Strategy On Iran Is Crumbling

(Christian Science Monitor)....Marc Lynch
'Everywhere you turn, it is the policy of Iran to foment instability and chaos," Defense Secretary Robert Gates
warned Gulf dignitaries in Bahrain last month. But in reality, everywhere you turn, from Qatar to Saudi Arabia to
Egypt, you now see Iranian leaders shattering longstanding taboos by meeting cordially with their Arab counterparts.
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37. Iran's Dangerous Nuke Game
(New York Post)....Peter Brookes
Iran turned up the heat this week on still-simmering concerns about its atomic aspirations. It crowed that its
1,000-megawatt Bushehr nuclear-power plant would be "online" as early as this spring, putting in place another
important building block of its nuclear program.

38. Democrats In Denial
(Washington Post)....Michael Gerson
...Bush was hurt by his late and grudging acknowledgment of military failure. Democrats deserve to be hurt by their
late and grudging acknowledgment of military success.

39. Defining 'Atrocity'
(Washington Times)....Diana West
U.S. Marines being smeared in Iraq.

40. War, Or Crime, In Cyberspace
(Washington Times)....Austin Bay
...An electronic attack doesn't leave craters or bleeding human casualties, at least not in the same overt sense of an
assault with artillery and bombs. However, the economic costs can be much larger than a classic barrage or bombing
campaign.
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1. Shiite Praises
Anti-Insurgent Militias
By Richard A. Oppel Jr. and
Khalid Al-ansary

BAGHDAD — The leader
of Iraq’s most influential Shiite
party offered surprisingly
conciliatory remarks on
Thursday about the former
insurgents and other Sunnis
who have banded together into
militias to work with American
forces, stating that the groups
had helped improve security
and should be continued.

In a speech in Najaf, the
Shiite holy city, Abdul Aziz
al-Hakim, the leader of the
party that has long been the
backbone of the main Shiite
political alliance, said a major
reason for recent security
improvements was not merely
a dependence on official
security forces but also a
reliance on tribal groups and
local councils.

“We still believe in
continuing this strategy,” said
Mr. Hakim, the leader of the
Islamic Supreme Council of
Iraq.

In another development on
Thursday, two American
soldiers were shot dead and a
third soldier was wounded in
Diyala Province, the American
military said. On Wednesday a
soldier was killed by an
improvised bomb south of
Baghdad, the first death of an
American soldier this year.

Mr. Hakim’s remarks on
Thursday referred to Sunni
groups, known as Awakening
Councils, which emerged in
2006 in Sunni-dominated
western Iraq, and spread to
mixed Sunni-Shiite areas
around Baghdad last year.

The American-backed
groups, with nearly 80,000
members, are credited with
routing Al Qaeda in
Mesopotamia and other
extremist militants from many
areas and helping to sharply
reduce American deaths. Many
militia members used to attack
American troops, before
deciding to join forces with

them.
While the rise of these

groups has been the most
promising development for the
American military, the
partnership has drawn deep
skepticism from the
Shiite-dominated central
government of Prime Minister
Nuri Kamal al-Maliki. The
Shiites fear the Americans
have created an armed parallel
force that one day could turn
against the official Iraqi
security forces, which are
dominated by Shiites and
Kurds. Last month, the
government declared that it
would eventually disband the
groups, though it has said it
would integrate some members
into the official security forces.

While Mr. Hakim did not
say whether the groups should
be continued indefinitely, his
speech appeared to soften more
cautious comments he made
just last month, when he
warned that the Sunni groups
should operate only in the most
dangerous areas and should not
be seen as a replacement for
government forces.

Another top official in Mr.
Hakim’s party, Jalal al-Din
al-Sagheer, said Thursday in an
interview that the party still
wanted tight controls on the
Sunni militias.

“We support the
awakening project, but on the
condition that it should not be
penetrated by Al Qaeda and
that it should not represent just
one sect, rather than
representing all Iraqis,” he
said.

Increasingly, the
Awakening Councils are
caught between Shiite
reluctance to embrace and
support them and heightened
attacks from extremist Sunni
militants. On Thursday, three
Awakening Council fighters
guarding a checkpoint in
Hawija, a volatile town north
of Baghdad, were wounded in
a drive-by shooting, said Capt.
Mahmoud Abdullah of the
Iraqi police.

Violence throughout
Baghdad and Diyala Province
on Thursday underscored how

tenuous the security situation
remains. In Baghdad, at least
three civilians were killed and
seven others wounded by
mortar shells. In Diyala,
improvised bombs also killed
two policemen near Khalis and
one near Zaganiyah, an Iraqi
police official said.

In Muqdadiya, in central
Diyala, the American military
said, troops killed seven
militants in a raid on what was
believed to be an operation by
Al Qaeda in Mesopotamia, the
homegrown militant group that
American officials say is
foreign-led. The military said it
had intelligence that the group
had killed at least two people
in the last two days.

On Thursday, the Iraqi
Army ordered an indefinite ban
on vehicle traffic in Diyala
because of the difficult security
situation there, Agence
France-Presse reported.

Abeer Mohammed and
Karim Hilmi contributed
reporting from Baghdad, and
Iraqi employees of The New
York Times from Kirkuk and
Diyala.

San Diego Union-Tribune
January 4, 2008
2. Cleric Al-Sadr, Main
Rival Try To Solidify
Their Fragile Truce
By Associated Press

BAGHDAD –
Representatives of radical
Shiite cleric Muqtada al-Sadr
met yesterday with officials
from his chief rival's party in
an effort to cement a tenuous
peace agreement the two
signed in October after violent
clashes between their
followers.

It was at least the second
formal overture al-Sadr has
made to Abdul-Aziz al-Hakim
and his Supreme Islamic Iraqi
Council, the largest Shiite
political party, in less than a
week.

Peace between the two –
who each control powerful
militias – is seen as crucial to
preventing the outbreak of
widespread fighting in oil-rich

southern Iraq, where the
British military recently
handed over responsibility for
security to Iraq's government in
Basra, the last province it
controlled.

The U.S. military,
meanwhile, announced the
deaths of three of its soldiers.
Two were killed and a third
wounded in a small-arms
attack yesterday in Diyala
province, northeast of
Baghdad. A soldier was killed
the previous day in south
Baghdad when his dismounted
patrol hit a roadside bomb.

A delegation from
al-Sadr's office in Kufa, led by
Sheik Muhanned al-Gharrawi,
met with the Dhi Qar
provincial governor, Aziz
Kadhim Alwan, a member of
al-Hakim's party, and other
local officials in Nasiriyah,
about 200 miles southeast of
Baghdad. In the past, al-Sadr
followers have had violent
clashes with the governor's
guards.

“The province should live
in peace and security, without
armed violence and disorder,”
Alwan said after the meeting.
Al-Gharrawi said the talks
were meant to “end political
and military” violence in the
province and “to protect
citizens' lives.”

In August, followers of
al-Sadr and fighters loyal to
al-Hakim clashed in the holy
city of Karbala during a
religious festival, killing 52
people. In October, the two
leaders signed their truce,
which has largely held.

On Saturday, al-Sadr
called for a reconciliation with
Iraqi security forces in Karbala,
where authorities have cracked
down on his followers since
the August violence.

Shortly after the Karbala
fighting, al-Sadr announced he
was freezing the activities of
his Mahdi army militia for six
months – a move that Iraqi and
U.S. officials say has been a
major factor in the sharp
decrease in violence.

Separately, al-Hakim
called for unity among Shiites,
arguing that closing ranks
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would benefit the whole of Iraq
since they are the majority.

Washington Post
January 4, 2008
Pg. 16
3. Three U.S. Soldiers
Die In Shooting,
Bombing

The U.S. military on
Thursday announced the deaths
of three U.S. soldiers in Iraq
over the past two days.

Two soldiers were shot in
volatile Diyala province on
Thursday and a third was
injured in the same attack, the
military said. Another soldier
was killed Wednesday by a
roadside bomb. No other
details were released.

-- Amit R. Paley

Los Angeles Times
January 4, 2008
4. Iraqi Lawmaker May
Face Charges
Colleagues seek to lift the
immunity of Sunni leader
Adnan Dulaimi, who has been
accused of complicity in
attacks. He denies the
allegations.
By Kimi Yoshino and Saif
Hameed, Los Angeles Times
Staff Writers

BAGHDAD —Members
of Iraq's parliament are
renewing efforts to strip
immunity from a top Sunni
Arab lawmaker, a fierce critic
of Prime Minister Nouri Maliki
who has repeatedly been
accused of involvement in
incidents of violence.

At least 30 lawmakers,
most of them non-Sunnis, have
signed a petition asking that
Adnan Dulaimi be denied
protection granted to all
parliament members. The
petition, which hasn't been
submitted yet, could force a
vote on the matter and pave the
way for criminal charges
against him.

"How can we build a real
democratic system if we block
the justice?" said Mithal Alusi,
a secular Sunni lawmaker who
has accused Dulaimi of being

involved in the killing of his
two sons.

"If you don't go there, a
few hundred cases of people
who have been killed, this will
be dropped. This is not fair.
We politicians, we should not
have the power to drop the
justice."

Dulaimi, whose Iraqi
Accordance Front has 44 seats
in parliament, has repeatedly
denied the allegations.

"This is a wide campaign
waged against me to disfigure
my reputation and to disrespect
me," Dulaimi said in an
interview Thursday. "I am
ready to face any charge that
will be directed at me."

A spokesman for the
Baghdad security plan said
police last week seized mortar
shells, grenade launchers and
other weapons and explosives
from a house next to Dulaimi's
home that allegedly is used by
his guards.

The evidence has been
presented to judges for possible
criminal charges, the
spokesman said.

Dulaimi denies owning or
managing the raided property.

The allegations, though,
are only the latest involving
Dulaimi, whose home and
office have been repeatedly
searched. On Nov. 30, U.S. and
Iraqi forces arrested Dulaimi's
son and more than 40 guards
after the slaying of a
U.S.-backed neighborhood
volunteer fighter and the
discovery of a car bomb near
Dulaimi's compound.

The arrests came a day
after Dulaimi joined other
lawmakers in boycotting a
legislative session to derail
Maliki's attempt to appoint new
Cabinet ministers.

In September 2006, one of
Dulaimi's guards was arrested
on suspicion of plotting a
suicide attack inside the Green
Zone.

Dulaimi was never
implicated, but he has also
been suspected of involvement
in the January 2006 kidnapping
of reporter Jill Carroll. She had
set up a meeting with Dulaimi,
who didn't show, and was

kidnapped just after she left his
office. He made appeals to her
kidnappers and said he helped
facilitate her release by paying
a ransom.

On Thursday, Dulaimi said
he was the victim.

"I am innocent, and I
would not do anything that is
against the system," Dulaimi
said. "I have been targeted by
terrorists because I have
participated in the political
process. They have attacked
my house and they attacked the
area that I've been living with
mortars."

As the petition to lift
Dulaimi's immunity circulates,
some lawmakers said the
matter would be better handled
by the Judiciary Council,
which oversees the courts and
can formally ask parliament to
take action.

"I think the question
should not be politicized," said
Kurdish lawmaker Mahmoud
Othman. "Until now, there is a
lot of talk against him, but no
official charges. So we better
wait for the charges."

In other news, a bomb
exploded in southeast Baghdad
in front of the home of a Shiite
Muslim lawmaker with the
Islamic Dawa Party, police
said. The explosion killed his
son, nephew and neighbor; 11
other people suffered injuries.
Another bombing, in east
Baghdad, injured four city
workers.

In Diyala province, six
Iraqi soldiers were killed and
two were wounded when they
entered a booby-trapped house
during a raid in a village,
according to Iraqi government
officials.

The U.S. military reported
that seven suspected insurgents
were killed Thursday during
two airstrikes targeting Al
Qaeda operatives in Diyala.

The military also said two
U.S. soldiers were killed
Thursday in an attack in Diyala
that also left one soldier
wounded. In addition, a soldier
died Wednesday in a roadside
bombing south of Baghdad.
Their names were not released
pending notification of family.

At least 3,907 U.S. troops have
died in the Iraq theater since
the March 2003 U.S.-led
invasion, according to the
website icasualties.org.

In a speech at a conference
in the southern city of Najaf,
Abdel- aziz Hakim, leader of
the largest Shiite party in
parliament, noted significant
progress in security and "an
end of fears of a civil war." He
credited groups of mostly
Sunni volunteers that aid the
U.S. effort against insurgents,
adding, "We still believe in the
importance of continuing to
depend on this strategy."

His statements Thursday
were a slight softening of
warnings last month against
giving too much power to the
volunteer forces.

Times staff writer Raheem
Salman and special
correspondents in Baghdad
contributed to this report.

Washington Times
January 4, 2008
Pg. 3
5. Military Cautious On
Iran Aid To Militants
By Sara A. Carter, Washington
Times

The spokesman for Gen.
David H. Petraeus said that a
quote he e-mailed to The
Washington Times for the
article in yesterday's paper
headlined "Iran no longer aids
Iraq militants" was not clear
and therefore misinterpreted.

Col. Steven Boylan said,
"It is not clear if Iran's leaders
stopped supplying weapons or
training to extremist elements
in Iraq. We hope that they
have, but until we can confirm
it, we are in the wait and see
mode."

The colonel sent a list of
answers to questions sent by
The Times regarding the
situation in Iraq and Iran's
involvement in the Islamist
insurgency there.

Col. Boylan, in Baghdad,
was sent the question: "The
Iranian Revolutionary Guard,
according to a Pentagon report,
is still contributing weapons
and training to extremists in
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Iraq — how is this affecting
the troops' ability to stabilize
the situation in some of the
more volatile regions of [the]
country?"

The answer from Col.
Boylan stated that "we are
ready to confirm the excellence
of the senior Iranian leadership
in their pledge to stop the
funding, training, equipment
and resourcing of the militia
special groups."

In a phone call from Iraq
yesterday, Col. Boylan said his
quote didn't mean that the U.S.
military was "ready to
confirm" that Iran was abiding
by its pledge but only a
confirmation "that there was a
pledge from the senior levels in
Iran to the senior level of
government in Iraq that they
would stop."

"I am more than willing to
say there was confusion on the
part of the intent of the word
‘ready," ” he said, regarding
the original quote he provided
to The Times.

Seattle Post-Intelligencer
January 4, 2008
6. Shiites, Sunnis Wary
Of Bridge Reopening
Tigris span was site of ghastly
stampede
By Diaa Hadid, Associated
Press

BAGHDAD -- For
decades, the Imams Bridge
spanning the Tigris River
linked two ancient Baghdad
neighborhoods -- one Sunni,
the other Shiite -- and
illustrated the city's tradition of
sectarian tolerance, as residents
from both sides harmoniously
intermingled.

But the Imams was sealed
and barricaded after nearly
1,000 Shiites fleeing what they
thought was a Sunni suicide
bomber died in a stampede on
the bridge in 2005. It has
remained closed through the
past two years of rampant
sectarian violence across the
capital.

Iraqi authorities now want
to reopen the four-lane,
900-foot bridge. For most
residents, however, the wounds

are too fresh and the fears too
real to risk reopening a
passageway between the two
communities. They are fighting
the plan.

As violence lessens across
the capital -- the U.S. military
says attacks in Baghdad have
dropped 81 percent since June
-- the problem of the Imams
Bridge offers a glimpse at one
of the biggest challenges
ahead: how to begin
normalizing security measures
during what Iraqis hope is a
transition to a less bloody
future, part of the government's
effort to achieve national
reconciliation.

On one side of the Imams
Bridge is the Shiite
neighborhood of Kazimiya and
on the other is the Sunni
neighborhood of Azamiyah.

The bridge, built in 1957,
was named after two men who
lived on each bank of the
Tigris in the eighth century.
Both Abu Hanifa and Mousa
al-Kazim were imams, a term
Muslims use when referring to
the most learned of men.

The shrine to Imam Abu
Hanifa, one of the greatest
masters of Sunni jurisprudence,
is in Azamiyah, a district so
named because Abu Hanifa is
also called the Imam al-Azam,
or "the most glorious imam."

Across the river in
Kazimiya lies the shrine of
Imam Mousa al-Kazim, one of
the holiest men of Shiism.

Intriguingly, Abu Hanifa
studied under the guidance of
the older al-Kazim, and both
men were persecuted by the
ruling powers of their day and
are believed to have died in
prison.

Some residents of
Azamiyah and Kazimiyah are
bound by tribal links, and it
was not uncommon until a few
years back for the Sunnis of
Azamiyah to visit the
sprawling shrine of Imam
Kazim across the river.

Ironically, Azamiyah is in
the Shiite-dominated eastern
bank of the Tigris known as
Rusafah, while Kazimiyah is in
Karkh, the mainly Sunni part
of Baghdad on the river's west

bank.
With a history of peaceful

coexistence between the
Azamiyah's Sunnis and
Kazimiyah's Shiites, Brig.
Qassim al-Moussawi, a senior
Iraqi military spokesman, said
recently that the bridge should
be reopened.

But residents of
Kazimiyah and Azamiyah fear
a renewal of car bombings and
mortar attacks in the two
neighborhoods if the bridge
reopens. In 2007 alone,
according to an Associated
Press count, at least 81 people
were reported killed in
Azamiyah and at least 54 in
Kazimiyah.

Al-Moussawi did not give
a date for the bridge's
reopening, but his statement
last week was enough to raise
alarm. Sunni leaders in
Azamiyah have met twice to
condemn the measure. Shiite
leaders have set out strict
security conditions for
reopening the bridge.

Developments
The U.S. military

announced on Thursday the
deaths of three of its soldiers.
Two were killed and a third
was wounded in a small-arms
attack Thursday in Diyala
province northeast of Baghdad.
A soldier was killed the
previous day in southern
Baghdad when his dismounted
patrol hit a roadside bomb.

Representatives of radical
Shiite cleric Muqtada al-Sadr
met Thursday with officials
from his chief rival's party in
an effort to cement a tenuous
peace agreement the two
signed in October after violent
clashes between their
followers. It was at least the
second formal overture al-Sadr
has made to Abdul-Aziz
al-Hakim and his Supreme
Islamic Iraqi Council in less
than a week.

New York Times
January 4, 2008
7. Bomb Hits Indian
Workers In Afghanistan

KABUL, Afghanistan
(Reuters) — A suicide bomber

on Thursday attacked a convoy
carrying a group of Indian road
engineers in Nimruz Province,
in southeastern Afghanistan,
the provincial governor said.

Six police officers and an
Indian engineer were killed,
said the governor, Ghulam
Dastagir.

The Indian Foreign
Ministry, however, said two
Indian security guards had
been killed and did not
mention an engineer.

Mr. Dastagir said 11
Afghan policemen and two
Indian engineers had been
wounded in the attack, which
he tied to “terrorists,” a term
Afghan officials often use for
Taliban insurgents.

A statement from the
Indian Foreign Ministry said
two Indian security guards had
been killed and several others
had been wounded in the attack
on a convoy of India’s
state-run Border Roads
Organization.

“The government of India
strongly condemns this act of
terrorism aimed against its aid
and humanitarian program in
Afghanistan and reiterates its
determination to continue to
work for the rehabilitation and
reconstruction of Afghanistan
and the well-being of Afghan
people,” the statement said.

It said India would work
with Afghanistan to strengthen
security where Indians are
working. A team will visit
Afghanistan to review security,
it said.

Deposed in 2001, the
Taliban have made suicide
attacks on the Afghan
government, aid workers and
foreign troops led by NATO
and the United States.
Hundreds of people have been
killed.

Seattle Post-Intelligencer
January 4, 2008
8. Afghan Suicide
Bomber Kills 7, Injures
12
By Associated Press

KANDAHAR,
Afghanistan -- A suicide
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bomber attacked Indian road
construction workers and their
Afghan police escorts
Thursday in southwestern
Afghanistan, killing seven and
wounding 12.

The convoy had been
traveling on a main road
toward the city of Khash Rod
in Nimroz province when it
was hit by a remote-controlled
bomb that was planted on a
motorcycle, wounding one
policeman, said Nimroz Gov.
Ghulam Dastagir Azad.

The convoy stopped after
the first explosion, and a
suicide bomber set off a second
attack, killing six policemen
and an Indian worker, Azad
said. Ten policemen and two
Indian workers were wounded.

Insurgency-related
violence in the first three days
of 2008 has left at least 42
people dead in Afghanistan,
including those killed in
Thursday's suicide attack.

Afghanistan saw a record
level of violence in 2007, with
more than 6,500 people killed,
according to an Associated
Press count based on figures
from Western and Afghan
officials.

Also Thursday, al-Qaida
announced that it would soon
release a new video message
from American-born member
Adam Gadahn that would be
the first message from the
terror group in 2008.

"Coming soon by the will
of God, an invitation to
reflection and repentance,"
read a banner produced by
al-Qaida's media wing,
al-Sahab, and displayed on a
militant Web site.

An image of the bearded
Gadahn wearing a
red-and-white checkered Arab
scarf appears on the banner.

The California-born
Gadahn, also known as Azzam
al-Amriki, was charged with
treason in the U.S. in 2006 and
has been wanted since 2004 by
the FBI, which is offering a $1
million reward for information
leading to his arrest or
conviction.

He last appeared on a
video in August threatening

new attacks on foreign
embassies.

"The FBI and our
intelligence community
partners will review the latest
tape for any intelligence value.
The hunt for Adam Gadahn
continues and we won't ever
give up," FBI spokesman
Richard Kolko said. "We are
employing the full force of the
FBI to find and arrest him."

Meanwhile, the U.S.
military on Thursday returned
the body of a Guantanamo Bay
detainee who died of cancer to
Afghanistan, a Pentagon
spokesman said.

The remains of Abdul
Razzak were repatriated to
Afghanistan for "final
disposition," said Navy Cmdr.
Jeffrey Gordon, a Defense
Department spokesman.
Further details were not
disclosed.

Razzak was diagnosed
with colorectal cancer in
September and had been
receiving chemotherapy
treatment since October,
according to the U.S. military.
He died Sunday.

The death of the
68-year-old Afghan at the
prison marked the first time
any of the more than 700 men
who have been held at
Guantanamo Bay has died
from natural causes, the
military said. Four inmates
committed suicide.

U.S. authorities accused
Razzak, who had been held at
the base since early 2003, of
being a leader of a 40-man
Taliban unit -- an allegation he
denied. No charges were ever
filed against him.

The U.S. holds about 275
men at Guantanamo on
suspicion of terrorism or of
links to Taliban or al-Qaida.

Inside The Pentagon
January 3, 2008
Pg. 17
9. New Joint Aviation
Facility In Afghanistan
Set To Open In January

A new joint aviation
facility designed to support

Afghanistan military and
police forces in
counternarcotics operations
will open its doors later this
month, with the goal of
reaching full operational
capability by this spring, a
senior defense official tells
Inside the Pentagon.

Once fully operational, the
facility based in Kabul will
house the eight Russian-built
Mi-17 helicopters provided by
DOD to provide support for
Afghan-led counterdrug
operations in the region. Six of
the eight helicopters have been
delivered to Afghan forces,
with the remaining two are
expected by early 2008.

The rotorcraft are expected
to play a vital role in providing
airlift capability for the new
counternarcotics offensive set
to begin this spring. ITP first
reported details of the
upcoming offensive last
November.

The joint aviation hub,
according to Douglas, is the
culmination of a long-term
DOD effort to assist
indigenous Afghan forces in
combating drug trafficking in
the country.

“The helicopter program
in Afghanistan is something
that we have been building for
a long time” he said during a
Dec. 17 interview.

While initially intended to
bolster antidrug efforts in the
country, Douglas said the
benefits of the DOD
helicopters to Afghan forces
would go well beyond
counternarcotics operations,
due to the versatility of the
aircraft.

“You can use it for lots of
different kinds of things”
ranging from offensive
operations to medical
evacuations to logistics,
Douglas said. “What our
program is intended to do is
help the Afghans do all that
stuff.”

The joint aviation center
will also serve as the home for
the Afghan National Army’s
burgeoning fleet of
medium-lift aircraft, DOD
spokeswoman Connie LaRossa

said in a Dec. 19 e-mail. Aside
from the Mi-17 helicopters, the
new facility will house the
ANA’s two Antonov An-36
and two Antonov An-37
airlifters, she said.

While the Antonovs are
expected to be replaced with
C-27J Spartans by 2009,
Douglas said there are no
immediate plans to introduce
fixed-wing aircraft into the
fleet mix supporting
counternarcotics efforts.

“There are other parts of
the larger effort that are
looking at that kind of thing,
but out program for the
moment is mainly the
helicopter program,” he said.

However, he noted that
integration of fixed-wing
aircraft into ongoing antidrug
efforts is not completely off the
table.

“I would not rule anything
out. It just depends on
requirements, where this sort
of [capability] would fit into
the larger picture. We would
not want to go off ... procuring
aircraft without being sure that
it is a good fit with the rest of
the effort,” Douglas said. “We
have to make sure that we
understand what the
requirements are.”

-- Carlo Muñoz

Washington Post
January 4, 2008
Pg. 1
10. A Drunken Night In
Iraq, A Soldier Left
Behind
Woman Is Run Over,
Abandoned by a Sergeant. Her
Family Wants to Know Why.
By Donna St. George,
Washington Post Staff Writer

The sun had not yet risen
in Taji. A young Army soldier
lay alone in the dirt. She was
alive, but barely. Her ribs had
been crushed; her spleen,
ruptured. Her right side was
marked by the angular tread of
a tire.

Pfc. Hannah Gunterman
McKinney was 20 years old,
the brown-eyed mother of a
toddler son, when she was
spotted in the headlights of a
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passing Humvee on a perimeter
road at one of the largest U.S.
military camps in Iraq.

Thirteen hours later, in
Redlands, Calif., Barbie and
Matt Heavrin, who had three
children in the military, learned
they had lost their elder
daughter to "injuries suffered
when she was struck by a
vehicle," as the Army first
described it.

But there was more to the
story. For the Heavrins, the
events of Sept. 4, 2006, inside
the wire of Camp Taji emerged
bit by bit. McKinney's last
hours, they would learn,
involved alcohol, sex and a
decorated reservist who was
responsible for looking out for
junior enlisted soldiers such as
their daughter.

Her case would become
one in a litany of noncombat
deaths in Iraq, which number
more than 700, from crashes,
suicides, illnesses and
accidents that sometimes
reveal messy truths about life
in the war zone.

The cases can be
especially brutal for parents
who lose a child and struggle
to understand why. In
McKinney's case, many of the
details are in a 1,460-page file
and court-martial transcript
obtained by The Washington
Post under the Freedom of
Information Act.

Now, her parents want her
story to be fully told. They
cannot reconcile themselves to
the idea that, on that terrible
day in Taji, their daughter was
left behind.

In the early days after
McKinney's death, the
Heavrins say they were told by
Army officials that it appeared
their daughter might have been
run over as she crossed a street
in the dark while going from a
guard tower to a nearby latrine.

There is no mention of that
scenario in the case file. But it
is what the Heavrins believed
as they bowed their heads over
her silver coffin in the family
church, laying red roses and
notes beside their dark-haired
daughter.

Barbie Heavrin took

McKinney's son, Todd, not yet
2, to her coffin to bid goodbye.

"Mama sleep?" the boy
asked, patting her forehead.

The Heavrins described
their daughter as attractive and
willful, with singing talents
and a well-honed sense of
humor befitting her early
childhood nickname: Happy
Hannah. She read books
constantly -- loved "Gone With
the Wind" -- and wanted a
career in marketing.

"She was young,
spontaneous, very bubbly,
giggling, laughing," said Spec.
Annette Mack, her roommate
in Taji. Another close friend,
Spec. Nicole Cabral, said that
McKinney took her son's teddy
bear to war and slept with it at
night.

The death was all the more
poignant because McKinney
was in her final stretch of war
duty, nearing her return to the
soldier she had wed in a small
ceremony just before
deploying. She and Christopher
McKinney, then 21, planned a
nicer wedding at Christmas, at
the Heavrins' church.

"We had a funeral at the
church instead," her mother
said.

Hannah McKinney had
enlisted in the Army Reserve
in 2003, then became pregnant
with Todd in 2004. When her
relationship with Todd's father
fell apart, she moved back
home to California. But in
2005, hoping for good pay and
benefits to support her son, she
chose active duty, assuring her
family that a single mother
would not get shipped to war.
It was then that she became
romantically involved with
Christopher McKinney.

Just months out of Army
training, Hannah McKinney
was deployed to Taji, north of
Baghdad, with the 542nd
Maintenance Company, 44th
Corps Support Battalion. She
was soon pulling shifts with a
machine gun and a fellow
soldier at guard towers along
the camp's perimeter.

Not far from there, one hot
September night, three
sergeants gathered to celebrate

the coming end of their tours,
according to their statements in
the case file. Among them was
Damon D. Shell, then 25, a
one-time high school
quarterback on his second tour.
According to his MySpace
page, his interests included
Ohio sports teams, women,
beer games and drunken
karaoke .

Although alcohol was
banned in the combat zone, one
of the sergeants had managed
to buy vodka, and they drank
cocktails together that night in
the barracks, according to the
statements. Later, drunk, the
sergeants piled into a Humvee
to bid goodbye to a female
tower guard, according to
testimony.

At the tower, Shell tried to
get the two female soldiers to
kiss him, but they refused,
according to their statements. It
was 3 a.m. when the group
stopped at McKinney's guard
tower. Shell called her down,
and she joined them in the
Humvee.

A Crime, Not an
Accident

The particulars of that
night began to unfold after
McKinney's funeral, when
Barbie Heavrin said she asked
investigators for "all the
details." She learned that there
was no ill-fated trip to a latrine.
McKinney's death was a
criminal case.

According to Shell's
statements, made during
interviews and polygraph
exams, McKinney got "really
drunk after drinking just one
glass" of vodka and orange
juice in the barracks. When the
other soldiers drifted off to
bed, he and McKinney had a
sexual encounter, he said.

Heavrin cringed to hear
such details. McKinney had
violated military orders, she
knew, by leaving her post and
drinking. To McKinney's
mother, the sex did not fit in
with her daughter's focus on
her marriage. She thought of
McKinney's low tolerance for
alcohol. Her autopsy showed a
.20 blood-alcohol level.

Shell told investigators he

tried to return McKinney to her
guard tower, but she "was in no
shape" to go inside. It was
about 5:15 a.m. when Shell
asked her towermate, Pfc.
Rachelle Anderson, to cover
for them when the next shift
arrived.

"I told him I would not be
taking part in any of this,"
Anderson said in a statement.

Shell left the tower about
5:35 a.m. with McKinney in
the 10,000-pound Humvee,
drove down a dead-end road,
then made a U-turn after he
realized his mistake. Along
that road, he noticed
McKinney's door open and
close, he said.

Back at the main road, he
pulled into a gap in a passing
convoy. In the seat next to him,
he saw McKinney hunched
forward. As he drove south, he
heard the door open again and
felt a familiar bump, where the
dirt and gravel road became
cement, he said.

Unexpectedly there was a
second bump, he said, "like I
ran over something."

He looked. The door was
open, and McKinney was gone.
He tried to remember whether
she had gotten out, but, he said,
"I knew it was a possibility that
I had run her over."

He did not stop to check,
he said in a statement. "I
thought that I hit her," he said,
"but at the time I don't even
know that I had thought about
these things."

Shell drove to the barracks
and went to bed as McKinney
lay in the road, her clothes
disheveled and one boot
missing.

It was about 5:45 a.m.
when two servicemen in a
Humvee said they spotted her.
At first glance, they mistook
her body for debris.

An Unexpected Verdict
Barbie and Matt Heavrin

arrived in Texas for the
court-martial last spring
expecting a guilty verdict.
They say prosecutors told them
the case was a "slam-dunk"
that would probably bring a
prison sentence of seven to 10
years.
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On April 30, the Heavrins
took seats in a small courtroom
at Fort Hood, accompanied by
their two sons: one, then a
graduating senior at the U.S.
Naval Academy; the other, a
Marine. McKinney's husband
sat beside them.

Shell had pleaded guilty to
drinking, drunken driving and
consensual sodomy. His
attorneys said he ran over
McKinney. In an earlier
hearing, prosecutors had said
that, even with immediate
medical attention, McKinney
had almost no chance of
survival.

The sole question, to be
decided by a judge, Col.
Theodore Dixon, was whether
Shell's actions amounted to
involuntary manslaughter.

Prosecutors said that the
required degree of negligence
was clear in "the totality" of
Shell's actions -- driving drunk
in a war zone with an
underage, incapacitated junior
soldier to whom he had
supplied alcohol and whose
vehicle door he was the last to
operate.

"He failed in every single
duty he owed to Pfc.
Gunterman that day, and she's
dead," said Maj. Scott Flesch,
referring to Hannah by her
unmarried name.

But defense attorneys
framed the case as an accident
that Shell could not have
prevented. They brought in an
accident reconstruction expert
who said that Shell had not
sped or swerved, as a
prosecution witness had
testified, and that the Humvee's
faulty door was prone to pop
open.

"It wouldn't matter if the
best NASCAR driver was at
the wheel of that vehicle,"
attorney Neal Puckett said. "If
a passenger falls out of the
vehicle, what happens to the
passenger after they leave the
vehicle is not a function of
anything the driver does."

Puckett said it was "a
horrible, a horrible accident.
But that's all it is ... an
accident."

The Heavrins were

outraged. To them, it was a
hit-and-run in a war zone,
where the military ethic says
no one gets left behind.
"Nobody should die like that,"
Barbie Heavrin said. "He was
done with her sexually. He just
left her all alone, dying in the
dirt."

The court-martial that
started at 9 a.m. on a Monday
ended the next day at 1:03
p.m., when the judge
announced: "Not guilty."

The Heavrins left in shock.
Barbie Heavrin had taken

along a scrapbook she had
created of McKinney's life,
with a lock of hair, her
childhood artwork and photos
of her twirling a baton, playing
soccer, practicing piano. There
were images of a ski trip, a
prom, her husband and baby.

She had wanted the judge
to know all that was lost.

But Shell was sentenced
on only the three lesser charges
to which he had pleaded guilty.
The scrapbook had no place in
the proceeding.

Shell's attorneys called on
several Army officers who
praised Shell's courage in
confronting enemy forces and
roadside bombs in Iraq, where
he had earned a Bronze Star
and a Purple Heart. One officer
compared him to World War II
hero Audie Murphy.

Just after 3:30 p.m., the
judge ruled: Shell would be
locked up for 13 months and
demoted to private. He would
not be discharged from the
Army.

By then, Barbie Heavrin
and her family had gone home.

'What Do You Say?
Sorry?'

Eight months after the
court-martial, Shell is still in
confinement at Fort Sill, Okla.
Prisoners cannot speak to the
media, officials said. Puckett,
Shell's attorney, said that with
the case over he is no longer
representing Shell.

With McKinney gone,
Barbie and Matt Heavrin raise
their grandson, now 3.
McKinney's death benefit,
$500,000, went to her husband.
Under military rules, nothing

was required to be put aside for
Todd, who was born from an
earlier relationship.
Christopher McKinney did not
return phone calls.

Even now, Barbie Heavrin
finds herself imagining the
chance to stand in court and
show Shell the Army beret that
her daughter wore. She
imagines what she would say:
"Here's the No. 1 reason you
should have stopped for her.
You're a fellow soldier."

A few weeks ago, the
Heavrins received a box of
Army documents they had
requested. For three days,
McKinney's mother pored over
the pages. She lingered when
she got to Shell's final
interview with investigators.
He had said nothing to the
family in court, she said.

Barbie read his answers
closely.

Q: Looking back on it
now, do you think you should
have stopped and rendered aid
to Pfc. Gunterman?

A: Yes.
Q: If you had a chance to

speak to Pfc. Gunterman's
family, what would you say?

A: Nothing I could say or
do would make up for the fact
that the things that happened
that night killed her. What do
you say? Sorry? That means
nothing. There is nothing I can
say. It would take me a long
time to figure out what to say.

Staff researcher Meg
Smith contributed to this
report.

El Paso Times
January 4, 2008
Operation Homefront
11. Soldier, Wife Start
Anew After Tragic
Crash
By Brandi Grissom, Austin
Bureau

CIBOLO, Texas -- A
former Fort Bliss soldier and
his wife on Thursday opened
the bright red door to a new
home and what they hope will
be a fresh start after a tragic car
accident claimed the lives of
their three children.

"It's just more than I could
have ever imagined," Lisa
Johnson said, smiling, as she
and her husband, Army Spc.
John Austin Johnson, toured
the couple's first home.

With the help of Operation
Homefront, the PGA Tour and
KB Homes, the Johnsons
purchased the
2,400-square-foot home and
moved from Fort Bliss to a
small San Antonio suburb.

"For them, this is really
more than they've ever had in
their lives," said Amy Palmer,
a co-founder of Operation
Homefront, which helps
wounded warriors returning
from battle.

In October, Lisa Johnson
was traveling from the family's
home in El Paso to San
Antonio with their three
children. They were going to
visit their father at Brooke
Army Medical Center, where
he was being treated for a
traumatic brain injury he
received during his second
yearlong tour and fifth roadside
bomb attack in Iraq.

As Lisa Johnson drove on
Interstate 10, she lost control of
the car. It rolled over, killing
Logan, 2, and Ashley, 5. The
couple's oldest child, Tyler, 9,
died later from injuries he
received in the crash.

In addition to the
heartbreak of losing their
children and the stress of
Austin Johnson's rehabilitation,
Palmer said, the couple also
had to cope with the financial
uncertainty that many wounded
soldiers face.

It takes many months for
injured soldiers to work
through the bureaucratic
system and get registered for
military benefits, she said. In
the meantime, their monthly
income can vary drastically,
and some veterans end up in
dire financial straits and even
homeless.

"They just never know,"
Palmer said.

Injuries from Austin
Johnson's two tours and the
five explosions left the family
in debt and led to bankruptcy,
she said.
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Operation Homefront
raised $140,000 to help the
Johnsons pay off their debt,
complete their bankruptcy
proceedings, buy a car, finance
their home and move them
from El Paso to San Antonio.
The PGA tour raised $78,000,
while KB Homes furnished the
home.

Contributions paid for
about half the cost of the
$154,000 home. With the
organization's help, the couple
secured an affordable $600
monthly mortgage payment for
the remainder, Palmer said.

The Johnsons have more
help, too, from generous
donors in the El Paso area who
contributed to an account that
FirstLight Federal Credit
Union established for the
family.

The account closed
Thursday with more than
$86,000 in donations that came
in over about two months, said
Charles Morris, the credit
union's vice president of
marketing.

"It could never fill the void
or make up for the emotional
damages and the trauma this
couple has gone through, but it
certainly will help," Morris
said.

Along with the financial
generosity from El Pasoans,
the Johnsons' new home will
have a long-lived reminder of
their two years at Fort Bliss.

Travis Elementary School,
which Ashley and Tyler
attended, dedicated an
evergreen tree to the children
and sent it to the Johnsons.

Austin Johnson quietly
dug a hole in a sunny spot of
their new backyard Thursday,
and Lisa Johnson placed the
small tree in its new home.

The school also dedicated
a tree on its campus and a
bench as a memorial to the
children.

"It's just that symbolism,"
said Don Smelser, Travis
Elementary principal. "People
can kind of look at it and
remind themselves that their
spirit is still living every day
within us."

Austin and Lisa Johnson,

who met in high school and
have been married six years,
said they are taking life one
day at a time right now.

At age 27, Austin Johnson
takes 10 medications a day. He
is still receiving treatment at
Brooke Army Medical Center,
working to rehabilitate from
his injuries, dealing with a
severe stutter and short-term
memory loss. One day, he said,
he hopes to find a good job and
work again.

Lisa Johnson, 26, said she
plans to go back to school and
become a pediatric nurse.

The new home will be a
fresh start for the couple, but
still one filled with pictures
and thoughts of the smiling
little faces that used to grace
their days.

"I worked my whole life
for those babies," Austin
Johnson said, patting his chest,
hand over his heart. "It's almost
like a dedication to them."

Los Angeles Times
January 4, 2008
Pg. 1
12. Navy Must Cut
Sonar Use Off
California
Judge orders tough restrictions
to protect whales and dolphins.
Officials fear training will be
hampered.
By Kenneth R. Weiss, Los
Angeles Times Staff Writer

A federal judge in Los
Angeles on Thursday ordered
the toughest set of restrictions
ever imposed on the U.S.
Navy's use of mid-frequency
sonar off the Southern
California coast as part of a
protracted court battle to
protect whales and other
marine mammals from
underwater sonic blasts.

The order was the first
time the judge has spelled out
specific rules the Navy must
follow to avoid a
court-imposed ban on training
missions with a type of sonar
that has been linked to the
death and panicked behavior of
whales and dolphins.

U.S. District Judge
Florence-Marie Cooper

ordered the Navy to refrain
from using the powerful
submarine-hunting sonar
within 12 miles of the coast, a
corridor heavily used by
migrating gray whales,
dolphins and other marine
mammals.

She also ordered that the
Navy spend an hour before it
starts any training mission
searching for marine mammals
in the area and that it continue
using shipboard observers and
aircraft to monitor for whales
and dolphins while the sonar is
in use.

If any marine mammals
are spotted within 2,200 yards
of a ship using sonar, the Navy
will have to cease its use
immediately.

In her 18-page order,
Cooper said the Navy's
proposed strategy of slowly
reducing sonar power and then
shutting it off when whales or
dolphins come within 200
yards "is grossly inadequate to
protect marine mammals from
debilitation levels of sonar
exposure."

The judge, who has spent
years poring over studies about
whale deaths and injuries after
Navy exercises, has suggested
in her rulings that she wants to
balance competing interests of
national security and fleet
readiness with environmental
protections.

She noted that the Navy's
own study concluded that
upcoming exercises off
Southern California "will cause
widespread harm to nearly 30
species of marine mammals,
including five species of
endangered whales and may
cause permanent injury and
death."

Because scientists have
chronicled panicked responses
from marine mammals as far as
40 kilometers away, Cooper
said the 2,200-yard shutdown
requirement "represents a
minimal imposition of the
Navy's training exercises"
while preventing the harshest
sonar-related consequences.

Cmdr. Jeff Davis, a Navy
spokesman, said the Navy is
considering its options.

"Despite the care the court
took in crafting its order, we do
not believe it struck the right
balance between national
security and environmental
concerns," Davis said.

Davis said the Navy is
mostly concerned about having
to shut down sonar completely
in a safety buffer zone that is
far larger than it planned.
Defense lawyers argued that
the scientific evidence doesn't
clearly show such safeguards
are necessary.

The Navy has also asserted
that some restrictions may
hamper its ability to adequately
train its sailors in
antisubmarine warfare and may
put sailors and national
security at risk of attack by the
quiet diesel-electric submarines
operated by some potentially
hostile nations in various hot
spots around the globe.

Meanwhile, environmental
groups and a state official
considered the order a victory.

"It's a complete
vindication" of the California
Coastal Commission's actions,
said Peter Douglas, the
commission's executive
director. "We know there are
things that the Navy can do to
protect marine mammals while
they conduct their exercises,
but the Navy refused. The
court said, 'No, you have to
comply.' "

The Coastal Commission,
which has the legal authority to
comment on federal activities
off the California coast, joined
a lawsuit brought by the
Natural Resources Defense
Council and other
environmental groups that have
tried to force the Navy to take
greater precautions.

"We've said from the
beginning that we don't want to
stop the Navy from training but
substantially increase
protections against unnecessary
harm to whales and other
marine mammals," said Joel
Reynolds, a senior attorney
with the Natural Resources
Defense Council. "This order
does that."

In addition to the 12-mile
buffer along the coast, the
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judge forbade the use of
mid-frequency active sonar in
the Catalina Basin, an
underwater canyon between
Santa Catalina Island and the
Navy-owned San Clemente
Island, because it's an area
known to have a high density
of whales.

But the judge refused to
bar the Navy from conducting
exercises off the Tanner and
Cortez banks, and the Westfall
seamount -- undersea
mountains that tend to attract
whales. Nor would she set any
restrictions on operations at
night or in the fog or other
times of low visibility, when
spotting marine mammals may
prove difficult.

Instead, she opted for a
more rigorous effort to keep
watch for whales, including
using passive acoustic
monitoring to listen for whale
clicks, chirps and songs --
especially for those of
deep-diving beaked whales,
which appear to be particularly
sensitive to sonar activities.
These mysterious whales have
washed ashore injured or dead
after naval exercises using
mid-frequency sonar in the
Bahamas in 2000 and the
Canary Islands in 2003.

In August, Cooper issued a
temporary injunction banning
all training exercises off
Southern California waters
until she could sort out the
merits of the lawsuit. The Navy
took the case to the U.S. 9th
Circuit Court of Appeals,
which instructed Cooper to
narrow her injunction to
specific safeguards the Navy
could adopt to continue its
training missions while the
legal issues are thrashed out in
court.
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13. Ga. Sailor's Death In
Ghana Still A Mystery
By Ann Hardie

Lonnie L. Davis Jr. of
Riverdale, known to his family
as "LJ," entered the Navy
almost a year ago to the day.

He never made his first-year
anniversary.

On New Year's Day,
Davis, 35, and a fellow
shipmate were found dead in a
hotel room in the West African
nation of Ghana, according to a
statement released Thursday by
the Navy.

What killed the sailors
remains a mystery. Their
bodies reportedly were found
at the La Palm Royal Beach
Hotel, a luxury hotel in Accra,
the Ghanaian capital, about 18
miles from the Tema Naval
Base. The Navy is
investigating their deaths.

The sailors had been
permanently assigned to the
USS Fort McHenry of Little
Creek, Va., which is on a
seven-month voyage through
the Gulf of Guinea.

Davis died while on
24-hour leave with several
buddies, said his father, Lonnie
L. Davis Sr. of Lithonia, who
had been briefed by Navy
officials Thursday.

"As I understand it, they
went onshore to celebrate New
Year's. The morning of New
Year's, they tried to get my son
up. He was nonresponsive,"
Davis said. "They rushed him
to the local hospital. He was
pronounced dead on arrival."

He said that Navy officials
confirmed that a second sailor
had died but would not
disclose details.

In the statement released
Thursday, the Navy identified
the sailor as Petty Officer 1st
Class Patrick Brendan Mack,
22, of Warren, Mich.

Davis' body was being
transported Thursday to
Landstuhl Regional Medical
Center, a U.S. Army command
post in southwest Germany,
where an autopsy will be
performed, his father said.

"I don't have all the
answers of what happened," his
father said. "I don't want to say
it is not foul play. I don't know.
We want to allow the Navy to
conduct their investigation and
we want to have faith in them.

"Speaking for the family,
they owe us answers as to what
happened," he said.

Davis characterized his
son as the "jewel of the family
who loved kids," especially his
own, 14-year-old Devante,
who lives with his mother in
Wichita, Kan.

The Associated Press
contributed to this article.
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14. In Battle On Birds,
Air Force Deploys A
Secret Weapon
Ms. Dove Helps Keep Planes
Aloft in War Zones By
Specializing in 'Snarge'
By Michael M. Phillips

BAGRAM AIRFIELD,
Afghanistan -- Flying an F-15E
Eagle fighter may be the
sexiest job the military has to
offer.

The least sexy may be
bagging up the beaks, talons
and feathers smeared on the
jet's exterior when an Eagle
hits a sparrow at 500 miles per
hour.

Lt. Col. Del Johnson does
both. His day job is firing up
the afterburners and flying
combat missions out of
Bagram, the main U.S. air base
in Afghanistan. But as flight
safety officer, his duties also
include making sure that every
time war bird and regular bird
collide, the latter is scraped off
the former and shipped to
scientists at the Smithsonian
Institution.

"It's not as glamorous a
job as you might imagine,"
says Col. Johnson, a
38-year-old Kansan with a Top
Gun grin and a 9mm pistol
strapped to his shoulder.

A bird, even a small one,
can bring down a $38 million
F-15E fighter if it flies into the
air intake and breaks the
engine's turbine blades. A
goose can smash through the
canopy and do grievous injury
to the two-man crew. Col.
Johnson, for his part, once hit a
vulture while flying at 500 feet
above North Carolina. "I just
saw a black bird," recalls the
colonel, who landed safely. At
550 miles per hour, he says,

"things go by pretty fast."
Bagram is on the Salang

Corridor, a major Asian
migration route, and the
runway here is visited by
raptors called black kites, as
well as resident pigeons, doves,
mynahs and sparrows. Since he
began his combat tour in
September, Col. Johnson has
recorded more than 20 bird
collisions involving planes
from the 455th Air
Expeditionary Wing.

The base has tried to
persuade the birds to go
elsewhere. Contractors used to
burn garbage in open pits, but
that attracted mice, and mice
attracted birds. Now they burn
trash in a towerlike structure.
Sometimes, Col. Johnson
shoots fireworks from a
double-barreled signal pistol.
He's also shopping for a laser
to scare away birds. After
ruling out a $995 Avian
Dissuader model, he has his
eye on a $7,700 Desman laser
with a sniper's scope and
1.5-mile-long beam. (Birds
aren't harmed by the laser, its
dealer says.)

But one of the most
reliable ways to avoid birds is
for the pilots to learn their wily
ways. That's where the
Smithsonian comes in.
Museum researchers identify
bird remains and feed a
database that helps the crews
determine the hours and
seasons when bird conditions
are riskiest. "We use this data
to analyze what we're hitting,
where we're hitting and when
we're hitting, so we can avoid
them," says Col. Johnson.

Slamming Into F-15
In late October, two birds

slammed into an F-15 at
Bagram. One splattered just in
front of the canopy and another
hit the mount for the targeting
pod, a $1 million piece of gear
that allows pilots to see clear
images of people and buildings
tens of thousands of feet
below, even in the dead of
night.

The plane wasn't damaged.
"There were no injuries," says
Col. Johnson. "Well, there are
two dead birds."
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With a blue rag normally
used to clean canopy windows,
a ground crewman wiped tiny
bits of bird off the plane and
turned it over to Col. Johnson.
He donned blue latex gloves
and, as a precaution, poured
alcohol over the sample to kill
any avian flu virus. He
double-bagged the remains,
marked the specimen with the
place, time and date of impact
and packed it in a padded
envelope with a series of
documents, including proof of
origin and a U.S. Department
of Agriculture form allowing
him to ship bird parts out of
Afghanistan.

Birds downed by U.S. Air
Force planes everywhere in the
world end up in the morning
mail of Carla Dove. Ms. Dove
-- yes, it's her real name and,
yes, she gets the joke -- is the
program manager of the
Feather Identification Lab at
the National Museum of
Natural History in Washington.
A 45-year-old with feathered
blond hair and a soft accent
from her native Fulks Run,
Va., Ms. Dove calls the
morning delivery "snarge," a
term of art that combines snot
and garbage.

Smithsonian researchers
have identified head-dress
feathers for museum
anthropologists and the
contents of rattlesnake
stomachs for naturalists. But
most of their work is
identifying birds killed by
military planes. The lab team
even ordered up its own
souvenir coins, adopting a
military tradition. "Got
cherpies?" says one coin.
"We'll tweet it."

Ms. Dove and her staff
have three methods of
identifying dead birds, which
they do about 4,000 times a
year. Marcy Heacker, a
44-year-old research assistant
from Dayton, Ohio, specializes
in matching whole feathers
with those found on more than
620,000 bird specimens in the
museum's back rooms.
Red-tailed hawks, scarlet
tanagers, blackpoll warblers
and more are lined up in

drawers stacked floor to
ceiling, their bodies lifelike
except for the white cotton
where their eyes once were.

Sack of Feathers
Last month, Ms. Heacker

plucked a sack of feathers and
a claw out of the morning mail,
the remnants of a collision
between a bird and a KC-135R,
an airborne refueler, out of
Altus Air Force Base in
Oklahoma. The fluffy,
peachy-beige breast feather
immediately suggested a
mourning dove. She climbed a
ladder and pulled a stuffed one
from a high drawer, holding it
next to a white-tipped tail
feather that looked as if it
might have passed through a
jet engine.

"Remember, this is a little
chewed up," she said. "But it
looks like a pretty good
match."

When feather remains are
too severely damaged to make
a naked-eye identification, Ms.
Dove steps in. In wooden filing
drawers in her office, amid
pictures of birds and jets, she
keeps 2,400 microscope slides
of fluffy feather barbs. Up
close, she can see nodes that
distinguish, say, a wren from a
Muscovy duck. "Not many
people do this," says Ms. Dove,
who has worked at the lab for
19 years. "Nobody wants to go
through the snarge."

Last year, a grateful pilot
took Ms. Dove on a ride in an
F-15. She proudly reports that,
despite the flier's best efforts,
she got through the flight
without vomiting. She was
alarmed, however, when
someone told her afterward
that a big red-tailed hawk had
been perched on a nearby
building as the plane took off.
"Lucky I didn't see it or I
would have told him to stop,"
she says.

In the case of Col.
Johnson's two-bird specimen,
however, there wasn't enough
feather to do microscopic
comparison. So the blue,
blood-stained rag ended up
with Nancy Rotzel, a
28-year-old molecular
specialist from Appleton, Wis.

Using an expensive machine
provided by the Federal
Aviation Administration, Ms.
Rotzel extracted DNA from the
sample and matched it to
records from the Barcode of
Life Data Systems, a collection
of DNA from 35,105 plant and
animal species.

The snarge revealed a
99.5% match with a skylark,
and a 98.5% match with a great
egret.

The Smithsonian team
entered its findings into a
global bird-avoidance
database, which calculates the
odds of a plane hitting a given
species of bird at a given
moment. Back at Bagram, the
data help Col. Johnson set
takeoff and landing schedules,
at least within the constraints
imposed by war.

"You have to go to the
fight when the fight exists," he
says. "So there's only so much
you can do."
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15. Pendleton Marines
Optimistic On Iraq
Deployment
Violence is down in area where
troops are headed
By Rick Rogers, Staff Writer

Cpl. Eric Thomas stuffed a
shirt into his duffel bag
Wednesday at Camp Pendleton
and waited to turn in a room
key he won't be needing for a
long time.

Around him, about 200
other Marines and sailors from
the 5th Regiment enjoyed their
last day stateside before
leaving for Iraq. Some planned
to drive to Del Mar or
Encinitas for dinner. Others
wanted to catch a movie or
maybe down a beer or two in
Oceanside or Carlsbad.

Thomas chose to stay on
base and call his wife, Jaymie,
who lives in their hometown of
Albany, Ore. They talked into
the early morning hours as they
considered the year to come.

Yesterday evening,
Thomas boarded a plane as

part of the leading edge of a
14,000-strong Marine force
headed to Iraq. Within a
month, he will serve as a
gunner, mechanic and
tool-room supervisor in the war
zone of Anbar province.

But with far fewer U.S.
troop deaths in the region, the
impending combat tour seemed
a lot brighter than previous
deployments, said many of
Thomas' fellow Marines and
their families who gathered at
Camp Pendleton for farewell
hugs, kisses and tears.

The deployment “actually
feels good,” said Thomas, 21,
as he embarked on his maiden
combat tour. “I'm really
looking forward to going over
there for (a different)
experience.”

By all measures, violence
has decreased significantly in
Anbar as some tribal leaders in
the predominantly Sunni area
have aligned themselves with
U.S. troops against al-Qaeda or
other groups of insurgents.

No Camp Pendleton-based
Marine has been killed in
action in Iraq since Lance Cpl.
Jeremy Burris died Oct. 8,
according to statistics from the
Marine Corps.

November and December
marked the first consecutive
months since summer 2004 in
which Marines suffered no
combat deaths in that country.

“It makes me feel a lot
better knowing that things are
quieter over there,” Cpl.
Preston Snook, 23, said
yesterday.

“We are all saying that we
don't have as much to worry
about this deployment. But you
can't get complacent. The
moment you do, someone
shoots at you,” said Snook, a
truck driver from Moore,
Okla., as he fastened a sling to
his M16 rifle.

Staff Sgt. Jason Pierce said
he hasn't heard of any major
disturbances in Anbar for more
than a year.

“That's not to say that it's
not dangerous,” said Pierce,
29, who hails from Rochester,
N.Y. “It certainly isn't Orange
County, and any family
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member or spouse is going to
be concerned because their
Marine is going into a combat
zone.”

Combat veterans,
including Snook and Pierce,
look at the lower casualty
counts and see growing hope
for long-term stability in Iraq.
Those who haven't experienced
the battles aren't so confident
about what lies ahead.

For the next year, Thomas
will man a machine gun for
convoy duty in western Iraq
when he's not working 15-hour
shifts maintaining Humvees
and seven-ton trucks.

Amid the constant threat
of roadside bombs and rooftop
snipers, Marines are known to
carry good luck charms. But
Thomas is counting on a higher
power.

“God's my lucky charm,”
said Thomas, who counts his
travel-sized Bible as a prized
item for this deployment. It's
the only book he owns.

Thomas, who joined the
Marines in August 2005 and
became a husband a year later,
has been quizzing combat
veterans like Snook about ways
to detect improvised explosive
devices – the single greatest
threat to military convoys.

“I'm going to stay vigilant
every minute I'm over there,”
Thomas said. “I just really
want to get over there and get
my tour started and do my
job.”

Snook offered an ounce of
optimism to Thomas and other
Marines making their inaugural
combat trip to Iraq.

“Listen to the people who
have been over there and
know, and don't be intimidated
by the situation,” Snook said.
“It is not as bad as it sounds,
especially now.”

Pierce added some
reassurance of his own,
insisting that pre-combat
nerves are part of the territory.

“Any deployment, if
you're not nervous, there's
something wrong,” he said.
“But first-timers get anxious.
They hope for the best and
expect the worst.”

As the Marines bantered

yesterday while waiting for a
bus to take them to an airfield,
Erin Garza tried to make the
most of her final moments with
her boyfriend, Lance Cpl.
Timothy Slack, 21, of
Newport, N.C.

The couple held hands.
Garza reflected on whether the
relative calm in Anbar
province made it any easier to
say goodbye.

“Not much. Just being
away from him will be hard,”
she said.

Preston Snook's wife,
Nikki, later watched her
husband march toward the
deployment bus for the second
time in three years.

“I try to think that if we
live to be 100 and we are
married for 80 years, the time
apart will only be a tiny
fraction of our life together,”
she said.

Thomas pulled out a photo
of his wife shortly before he
boarded the bus. He had talked
with her on his cell phone for
more than an hour.

As he looked at the picture
of Jaymie, he said, “I believe
we are in this war for a reason.
If God didn't want us over
there in that country, we
wouldn't be there.”
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16. No Murder Charges
Filed In Haditha Case
Four Marines to Face Lesser
Charges After Two-Year
Inquiry Into Iraqi Killings
By Josh White, Washington
Post Staff Writer

After a two-year
investigation into the killings
of up to 24 civilians in
Haditha, Iraq, the Marine
Corps has decided that none of
the Marines involved in the
incident will be charged with
murder. Instead, two enlisted
Marines and two Marine
officers will face trial in
coming months for the killings
and for failing to investigate
them.

The most serious charges
have been leveled against

Marine Staff Sgt. Frank D.
Wuterich, who is scheduled to
be arraigned on charges of
voluntary manslaughter in
California next week, the last
step before the case officially
moves to trial.

Initially called a massacre
by Iraqi residents of Haditha
and later characterized as
coldblooded murder by a U.S.
congressman, the case has
turned not on an alleged
rampage but on a far more
complex analysis of how U.S.
troops fight an insurgency in
the midst of a population they
seek to protect.

The Marine Corps at first
charged eight Marines and
officers with murder or failing
to investigate an apparent war
crime. The charges have since
been narrowed to four men in
the unit, after three were
cleared and a fourth was
granted immunity to testify.

Wuterich is charged with
nine counts of voluntary
manslaughter, with the charges
alleging that he had an intent to
kill and that his actions inside a
residential home and on a
residential street in November
2005 amounted to unlawful
killing "in the heat of sudden
passion caused by adequate
provocation." Charging
documents released this week
say he killed at least nine
people without properly
obtaining positive
identification that they were
the enemy in the midst of an
attack.

Wuterich and Lance Cpl.
Stephen B. Tatum are the only
two shooters that day to face
criminal scrutiny; Lt. Col.
Jeffrey R. Chessani, the
battalion commander, faces
charges that he was derelict in
his duty for failing to ask for
an investigation.

The charges arise from the
Nov. 19, 2005, shootings of as
many as 24 innocent civilians
who were nearby when a
roadside bomb killed a member
of Kilo Company, 3rd
Battalion, 1st Marines.
Wuterich and others in his unit
killed a group of men who
were in a white car near the

blast and then stormed into two
nearby houses, killing unarmed
men, women and children after
the Marines believed they were
taking fire from the homes.

Public attention to the
Haditha case increased in the
spring of 2006 when Rep. John
P. Murtha (D-Pa.) said after
briefings from military
officials that the Marines had
killed civilians "in cold blood."
The killings are among the
most infamous of the Iraq war;
69 U.S. troops have been
charged in connection with
killing Iraqi civilians, and 22 of
them have been convicted of
murder, negligent homicide or
voluntary manslaughter.

Military law experts said
the manslaughter charges
reflect the military's reluctance
to pursue murder charges
because they are hard to win in
court -- especially as military
juries tend to give combat
troops the benefit of the doubt.
Investigating officers in the
cases have recommended lesser
charges because they have
found that the Marines
determined the houses were
hostile and believed they could
kill everyone inside, more
likely a case of recklessness
than intent to commit a crime.

"I think it's still going to
be hard to get convictions in
these types of cases when
you're in a battlefield
environment," said David P.
Sheldon, a military law expert
in Washington.

Mark Zaid, one of
Wuterich's defense attorneys,
said the charges show there
was no "massacre" and that the
case highlights how difficult it
is for U.S. troops to make
tough battlefield decisions. He
said Wuterich and the other
Marines were following their
rules of engagement when they
shot and killed their targets in
Haditha, with unfortunate --
but not illegal -- consequences.

"Every Marine, period, is
trained with the intent to kill,"
Zaid said. "What everyone will
realize at the end of the day is
that the characterization of the
events was nothing like reality,
that the training the troops on
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the ground received was
primarily responsible for what
happened, and that the fog of
war sometimes ends up with
terrible results."

Brian Rooney, an attorney
for Chessani, said yesterday
that Chessani's trial, scheduled
for April, is merely a way for
the Marines to show they
prosecuted an officer even after
they administratively punished
at least three senior officers
who never ordered an
investigation. Military probes
blamed Chessani and several
others for failing to take
civilian deaths seriously.

"It's clear now that no
massacre occurred, yet this
legal fiction is moving
forward," Rooney said.

Eugene Fidell, president of
the National Institute of
Military Justice, said that while
the charges against the Marines
are still "very serious," they are
not "the bang that people
expected at the front end."
Each charge of voluntary
manslaughter carries a
potential maximum sentence of
15 years in prison.

Staff researcher Julie Tate
contributed to this report.
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17. Ex-Security Chief
Admits Falsely
Deputizing Cohort
By Jim McElhatton,
Washington Times

The former
counterterrorism officer for the
Defense Logistics Agency's
headquarters at Fort Belvoir
pleaded guilty yesterday to
federal charges that he ordered
official police credentials for a
business associate.

Edward Flanagan, who
also had served as a security
operations chief at the defense
agency, told a co-worker that
he ordered the fake credentials
as gifts for “future business
ventures,” according to filings
in federal court in Alexandria.

Flanagan, 46, faced felony
charges that carry up to 15

years in prison and $250,000 in
fines. Under sentencing
guidelines, his attorney said, he
could get 33 to 41 months in
prison.

U.S. District Court Judge
Gerald Bruce Lee accepted
Flanagan's guilty plea
yesterday and set his
sentencing for March.

Flanagan and his attorney,
Kenneth P. Troccoli, declined
to comment after the hearing.

According to court
records, Flanagan worked as
the security operations chief at
the agency, an arm of the
Department of Defense that
supplies tens of billions of
dollars in supplies to U.S.
troops.

He also told an
investigator that he had a
part-time job working for
restaurant owner Osama
El-Atari and his brother,
records show.

An affidavit filed by a
Defense Department criminal
investigator stated that
Flanagan said he gave Mr.
El-Atari an official agency
police badge in what he hoped
might be seen “as a gift for
future business opportunities.”
Mr. El-Atari is a restaurateur in
Northern Virginia.

The affidavit also stated
that Virginia alcohol control
regulators contacted the
Defense Department because
Mr. El-Atari had included a
badge from the agency in an
application for liquor licenses
at two restaurants.

Flanagan also said the
badge was a gift for El-Atari
for his help in “red teaming”
exercises, which the court
documents call a form of
testing to “asses vulnerabilities
and limitations of systems and
structures.” Agency officials
said Flanagan wasn't
authorized to conduct any “red
teaming” drills.

Mr. El-Atari pleaded
guilty to a misdemeanor charge
in the case earlier this year and
agreed to pay a $500 fine.

Mr. El-Atari yesterday
said he was doing volunteer
work for Flanagan as an
interpreter at the agency. He

said he was given an official
badge and was sworn in by
Flanagan.

He said he thought the
credentials were issued
legitimately so he included
them in the application to the
state liquor board, which he
said ultimately approved the
liquor licenses.

Later, Mr. El-Atari said,
he had second thoughts about
the situation and contacted
authorities to ask whether the
credentials were legitimate.

Flanagan admitted he
made a badge for Mr.
El-Atari's brother, who is also
in the restaurant industry.

An agency spokesman said
Flanagan was a civilian
employee and resigned from
his position as counterterrorism
officer for the agency's
headquarters complex in
March.
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Federal Diary
18. New Policy In Place
For Civilian Pay Raises
At Defense
By Stephen Barr

It's a new year and there's
a new pay policy at the
Defense Department.

About 100,000 civil
service employees covered by
a new performance-based pay
system will receive 60 percent
of the base salary increase that
most other government
workers get this month, and the
remaining 40 percent of their
raise will hinge on their job
evaluation, defense personnel
officials said yesterday.

The pay policy is what
Congress prescribed in the
fiscal 2008 defense
authorization bill, and should
clear up confusion in Defense
agencies about how to handle
pay raises for civilians in the
National Security Personnel
System, or NSPS.

The department's plans for
the NSPS raise snagged late
last month when President
Bush rejected the bill because

of an unrelated issue: Iraq's
concerns that some provisions
could hinder its redevelopment
efforts by entangling the
country's assets in court claims
by victims of Saddam Hussein.

Pay and other provisions
in the bill reflected a
House-Senate compromise
aimed at ending four years of
controversy over the new
personnel system, especially its
rules on collective bargaining.
Congress restored union rights
and modified other parts of the
NSPS, including its pay policy.

Until that happened, the
Pentagon had planned to
provide NSPS employees with
50 percent of the
government-wide raise for
2008 and then, in subsequent
years, phase out
across-the-board increases. The
goal was to link annual raises
to job performance, with the
highest ranked workers
receiving the biggest raises.

That plan had created
angst inside the department, in
part because many federal
employees see the raise
provided by Congress as a
cost-of-living adjustment that
should be automatically
provided every year. Other
Defense employees were
concerned they might not keep
pace with federal workers
elsewhere.

Deputy Defense Secretary
Gordon England made the
decision to change the NSPS
pay policy on Monday,
officials said.

Most federal employees,
covered by the General
Schedule, will receive an
average raise of 3.5 percent -- a
2.5 percent increase in their
base salary and a 1 percent
locality pay supplement.

Yesterday, in a Web site
posting, officials said NSPS
employees will be eligible for a
1.5 percent raise, a 1 percent
raise tied to their job
performance, and a 1 percent
locality pay supplement that
will mirror the General
Schedule geographic-based
payments.

NSPS employees who are
rated "unacceptable" by their
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managers will get no raise and
those who are deemed "fair"
performers will not be eligible
for a performance-based raise,
according to the Web posting.

In keeping with the intent
of Congress, the pay raises will
go into salaries and will count
toward retirement credits.
NSPS employees remain
eligible for bonuses from other
funds that have historically
been spent on
performance-based bonuses, an
official said.

About 30,000 Defense
employees who have been
converted to the new system in
recent months and do not have
a final job rating will receive
the equivalent of the General
Schedule raise, the NSPS
posting said.
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19. Inside The Ring
By Bill Gertz

Coughlin sacked
Stephen Coughlin, the

Pentagon specialist on Islamic
law and Islamist extremism,
has been fired from his
position on the military's Joint
Staff. The action followed a
report in this space last week
revealing opposition to his
work for the military by
pro-Muslim officials within the
office of Deputy Defense
Secretary Gordon England.

Mr. Coughlin was notified
this week that his contract with
the Joint Staff will end in
March, effectively halting the
career of one of the U.S.
government's most important
figures in analyzing the nature
of extremism and ultimately
preparing to wage ideological
war against it.

He had run afoul of a key
aide to Mr. England, Hasham
Islam, who confronted Mr.
Coughlin during a meeting
several weeks ago when Mr.
Islam sought to have Mr.
Coughlin soften his views on
Islamist extremism.

Mr. Coughlin was accused
directly by Mr. Islam of being
a Christian zealot or extremist

"with a pen," according to
defense officials. Mr. Coughlin
appears to have become one of
the first casualties in the war of
ideas with Islamism.

The officials said Mr.
Coughlin was let go because he
had become "too hot" or
controversial within the
Pentagon.

Misguided Pentagon
officials, including Mr. Islam
and Mr. England, have initiated
an aggressive "outreach"
program to U.S. Muslim
groups that critics say is
lending credibility to what has
been identified as a budding
support network for Islamist
extremists, including front
groups for the radical Muslim
Brotherhood.

Mr. Coughlin wrote a
memorandum several months
ago based on documents made
public in a federal trial in
Dallas that revealed a covert
plan by the Muslim
Brotherhood, an
Egyptian-origin Islamist
extremist group, to subvert the
United States using front
groups. Members of one of the
identified front groups, the
Islamic Society of North
America, has been hosted by
Mr. England at the Pentagon.

After word of the
confrontation between Mr.
Coughlin and Mr. Islam was
made public, support for Mr.
Coughlin skyrocketed among
those in and out of government
who feared the worst, namely
that pro-Muslim officials in the
Pentagon were after Mr.
Coughlin's scalp, and that his
departure would be a major
setback for the Pentagon's
struggling efforts to develop a
war of ideas against
extremism. Blogs lit up with
hundreds of postings, some
suggesting that Mr. England's
office is "penetrated" by the
enemy in the war on terrorism.

Kevin Wensing, a
spokesman for Mr. England,
said "no one in the deputy's
office had any input into this
decision" by the Joint Staff to
end Mr. Coughlin's contract. A
Joint Staff spokesman had no
immediate comment.

3Com probe
The Treasury

Department-led Committee on
Foreign Investment in the
United States (CFIUS) this
week extended an initial
30-day investigation into the
national security implications
of the proposed merger
between 3Com and China's
Huawei Technologies.

The CFIUS probe is now
entering a second, more
intensive 45-day investigation,
according to U.S. officials
close to the review who say
that the extension is another
sign that the proposed $2.2
billion merger deal is in
trouble.

Bush administration
officials disclosed earlier that
the U.S. intelligence
community conducted a
required review of the deal and
notified CFIUS in November
that the merger plan, as
currently structured, posed a
threat to U.S. national security.

House Republicans in
October also passed a
nonbinding resolution calling
on the White House to block
the deal as a threat to U.S.
security.

The probe began after
reports that Huawei would gain
access to computer intrusion
technology used by the
Pentagon and intelligence
community.

The 3Com deal involves a
buyout led by Bain Capital
Partners, with Huawei holding
a minority stake. Bain
spokesman Alex Stanton
declined to comment on the
extended probe but said "Bain
Capital is working closely with
CFIUS to provide U.S.
officials with information
about the proposed
transaction."

"We believe CFIUS will
conclude that the company will
remain firmly in the control of
an American firm, has only a
small minority foreign
shareholder, and that the deal
presents no risks to national
security," he said, commenting
on a report of the prolonged
investigation first reported by
the Financial Times.

Huawei was linked in the
past to violations of United
Nations sanctions on Iraq by
supplying fiber optic
communications gear to the
Iraqi military under Saddam
Hussein. The company, which
has close ties to the Chinese
military, also was involved in
industrial espionage against
U.S. and Japanese firms.

Gates' house
Defense Secretary Robert

M. Gates has been living
quietly in one of Washington's
oldest neighborhoods, dubbed
Foggy Bottom as the result of
its swamp fog and factories
before it was developed, and its
more well-known denizen, the
U.S. State Department, located
a block or so from the majestic
Lincoln Memorial.

The nondescript
compound where he resides is
the Navy's Bureau of Medicine
and Surgery and was the
original site for the Naval
Observatory off 23rd Street
Northwest. It is now a
high-security facility, guarded
with lots of gates and guards
with guns.

Mr. Gates is neighbor to
Adm. Michael Mullen, who
also lives in one of the
compound's three 19th-century
houses in Observatory Hill.
Adm. Mullen lived there since
his days as chief of naval
operations and decided to stay,
rather than move to the Fort
Myer residence of the
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, when he became
chairman several months ago.

Pentagon lawyers are
making Mr. Gates pay the
overpriced fair market value of
$6,500 a month for the old
house that is conveniently
located minutes by car from his
office. The monthly rent
consumes a big chunk of Mr.
Gates' $191,000 annual salary.

Pentagon press secretary
Geoff Morrell said Mr. Gates
chose to live at the house on
what is called "Bu-Med,"
rather than buy a new house,
and thinks it could become a
permanent home for future
defense secretaries, if a
less-costly personal payment
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system is worked out.
"The secretary thought this

would be the ideal place to live
because it is situated within an
existing secure compound; is
conveniently located between
the White House and the
Pentagon; and now has the
secure communications
equipment needed for his job,"
Mr. Morrell said.

"But it also made sense
because he has no intention of
staying past January, 20, 2009
[Inauguration Day] and
therefore he decided not buy."

The Office of the Director
of National Intelligence is also
said to be eyeing the
Observatory Hill compound as
the new site for its offices,
currently located at Bolling Air
Force Base.

China missiles
The Pentagon's latest

estimate of Chinese missile
deployment opposite Taiwan is
that there are now more than
1,000 missiles aimed at
Taiwan.

"China has deployed
roughly 1,000 mobile CSS-6
and CSS-7 short-range ballistic
missiles to garrisons opposite
Taiwan," said one
knowledgeable defense
official.

The official declined to
comment on a Tuesday speech
by Chen Shui-bian, president
of the Republic of China
(Taiwan), who stated that
Taiwanese military intelligence
now counts 1,328 Chinese
missiles deployed within range
of Taiwan, an increase of more
than 300 from earlier
estimates.

The China missile buildup
has drawn no criticism from
the Bush administration, which
appears to have shifted its
policy away from supporting
Taiwan to backing
communist-ruled mainland
China.

Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice last month
echoed Beijing in calling
Taiwan's plan for a vote on
United Nations membership as
"provocative." By contrast,
Miss Rice and other
administration officials have

said nothing about the missile
buildup, which the Pentagon
says is designed for a massive
"decapitation" strike against
Taiwan in any future conflict.

Defense officials said the
policy tilt toward Beijing is
due to the growing power of
pro-China and anti-Taiwan
policy and intelligence officials
located at key posts within the
National Security Council
staff, the State Department,
Treasury Department and
within the Office of the
Director of National
Intelligence.

Bill Gertz covers national
security affairs.
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20. Surging Oil Prices
Send Military Costs
Skyrocketing
By Greg Grant

The surging price of oil,
which recently passed the
$100-a-barrel mark, has sent
airline stocks falling and
American drivers searching for
more fuel-efficient cars.

For the world's largest
single consumer of petroleum,
a U.S. military that is
dependent on oil to fuel nearly
all of its weapons systems, the
increase has meant a 30 percent
jump in the price of a gallon of
gas in just three months.
Currently, the military pays
$3.04 per gallon for its most
commonly used fuel -- an
aviation fuel known as JP8 --
up from $2.31 in October.

In the midst of the ongoing
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan,
the military can do little to
curtail its operations to cut
back on fuel consumption.
Reducing training flights could
raise accident rates. More
fuel-efficient vehicles are on
the drawing board, but won't be
delivered to troops in the field
for decades. So for now, the
military services are
oil-dependent, stuck with
skyrocketing prices, and
passing those costs along to the
taxpayers.

The U.S. military has been

paying more than $100 a barrel
for oil since late 2006, when
the price jumped to $106.26
per barrel, or $2.53 a gallon. In
2005, the standard fuel price
was $73.08 a barrel. As of Dec.
19, 2007, the price was
$127.68 per barrel, or $3.04
per gallon, according to the
Defense Energy Support
Center, part of the Defense
Logistics Agency. DESC buys
fuel on the world markets and
then sells it to the military
services. The process is
designed to allow the military
to negotiate better prices and
get a greater degree of price
stability.

DESC sets a
predetermined "standard price"
for fuel delivered to the tank of
a plane, ship or vehicle. It's
based on projections of the
price of fuel 18 months in the
future, and factors in the costs
of transporting, storing and
managing fuel. DLA's
contracts with fuel producers
are adjusted up or down
according to fuel price
fluctuation.

The military spent $11.6
billion on petroleum in 2007,
up from $7.8 billion in 2005,
although the services
purchased roughly the same
amount of fuel -- 132 million
barrels -- both years. The
standard price in 2005 was
$1.34 a gallon.

The Air Force is DESC's
largest customer. Its planes
burn 7.1 million gallons of fuel
a day. Half of every dollar
DESC earns comes from the
Air Force, versus 28 cents from
the Navy and just 12 cents
from the Army.

A DESC fact book noted
that the Air Force bought $6.1
billion worth of fuel in 2006.
Figures supplied by the Air
Force indicate that every $10
rise in the price of a barrel of
oil increases the service's
operating costs by $610 million
a year.

According to a report
produced last year by LMI
Government Consulting, the
military uses nearly 60,000
barrels of oil a day to support
combat operations in Iraq and

Afghanistan. Overall, though,
combat operations have only
slightly increased the amount
of oil the military buys. Prior
to the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, the military
bought 110 million barrels of
oil annually from DESC.

The top three petroleum
suppliers to the military in
2006 were BP, ExxonMobil
and Shell. Together, they sold
the Defense Department $3.4
billion worth of oil, 27 percent
of the total fuel purchased.
Coming in a close fourth was
the Kuwait Petroleum Corp.,
with 7 percent of total
contracts, valued at $909
million.
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21. Bombing Targets
Troops In Turkey's
Kurdish Area; 5
Civilians Die
By Ellen Knickmeyer,
Washington Post Foreign
Service

CAIRO, Jan. 3 -- A
bombing near a bus carrying
Turkish troops in Turkey's
Kurdish southeast killed five
civilian bystanders on
Thursday, the country's
military said.

The attack, which also
wounded about 60 civilians
and soldiers, substantiated
fears that Turkey's escalated
campaign against Kurdish
guerrillas in neighboring Iraq
would increase violence in
Turkey itself.

Turkish Prime Minister
Recep Tayyip Erdogan pledged
after the bombing that Turkey's
fight against the guerrillas of
the Kurdistan Workers' Party,
or PKK, "will continue with
the same determination" both
inside and outside Turkey.

Thursday's attack involved
a bomb left in an empty car on
a street in Diyarbakir, the
largest city in Turkey's
predominantly Kurdish
southeastern region. Attackers
detonated the bomb by remote
control as a bus carrying 45
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soldiers rolled by, Turkish
authorities said.

The bomb was placed
outside a building where high
school students were taking
college entrance exams. Two
of the students were among the
dead.

The bombing followed
several smaller bomb attacks in
Istanbul in recent weeks that
killed one person and rattled
nerves.

Turkish authorities blamed
the PKK for Thursday's
bombing. The group, which
Turkey and the United States
consider a terrorist
organization, is fighting for
greater autonomy for Turkey's
Kurdish minority. Fighting
between Turkish forces and the
PKK killed 30,000 people at
the height of their conflict,
from the mid-1980s to 1999.

Increased attacks by
Kurdish guerrillas who have
taken shelter in neighboring
Iraq have again raised tensions.
In some months late last year,
the number of Turkish soldiers
killed in fighting in Turkey
equaled the number of U.S.
troops killed in Iraq, said
Steven Cook, an expert on
Turkey at the U.S.-based
Council on Foreign Relations.

Turkey in mid-December
intensified air and ground raids
into Iraq. Turkish leaders
credited U.S. intelligence
information with helping them
locate and attack PKK sites in
Iraq.

Kurdish guerrillas in
northern Iraq told news
agencies last week that they
would escalate attacks in
Turkey if Turkish warplanes
kept up strikes on their bases in
northern Iraq.

Washington Times
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22. Ayatollah Open To
U.S.-Iran Ties
But says now not the right time
By Nasser Karimi, Associated
Press

TEHRAN — Iran’s
supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei, said yesterday he

was willing to improve
relations with the United States
but that the moment was not
right because it would make
his country more vulnerable to
U.S. espionage.

Ayatollah Khamenei said
restoring ties with the United
States now would “provide
opportunity for security agents
to come and go, as well as for
espionage.”

“It has no benefit for
Iranian nation,” state radio
quoted him as saying at a
student group meeting in the
central province of Yazd. It
would be an “opportunity for
U.S. infiltration, traffic of their
intelligence agents and
espionage of Iran.”

Iran last year said it
uncovered spy rings organized
by the United States and its
Western allies and detained a
four IranianAmericans, who
were later released. The arrests
prompted the United States to
warn its citizens against
traveling to Iran. It accused
authorities there of a
“disturbing pattern” of
harassment.

The United States and Iran
have had no diplomatic ties
since the 1979 Islamic
Revolution, when militants
seized the U.S. Embassy in
Tehran. The dispute over Iran’s
nuclear program and U.S.
accusations of Iranian support
for armed groups in Iraq have
raised tensions.

“I would be the first one to
support these relations,” said
Ayatollah Khamenei, who has
final say in all state matters.
“But for the time being,
[restoring ties] is harmful and
we should not pursue it.”

Washington has refused to
hold talks with Iran over the
issue of diplomatic ties until
Tehran suspends uranium
enrichment, a process that can
be used to produce fuel for
both nuclear energy and
weapons.

But the two countries have
held three rounds of
ambassadornegotiations on
security in Iraq, breaking the
27year diplomatic freeze.

Iran says its nuclear

program is intended solely for
energy production, and the
ayatollah reiterated yesterday
that his country would continue
to pursue it to generate about
20,000 megawatts of electricity
in the next two decades.

Washington’s push for a
third round of U.N. sanctions
against Iran was undermined
by the release of a new U.S.
intelligence report last month
saying that Tehran suspended
development of nuclear
weapons development under
international pressure in 2003.
It was a dramatic turnaround
from the previous U.S. stance
that Iran restarted the program
in 2005.

President Bush yesterday
said that part of the reason for
his trip to the Middle East this
month is “absolutely” about
efforts to contain Iran’s
influence in the region.

Mr. Bush said that on his
trip, which starts next week to
Israel and Arab countries, he
expects questions about the
report, known as the National
Intelligence Estimate.

“I will clarify to them that
the NIE means that Iran is still
a danger,” he said in an
interview with Reuters news
agency. “I will remind them
that a country that can suspend
a program can easily start a
program.”

Washington Times
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23. Naval Role For
Afghanistan A Tough
Sell
Japanese prime minister
pushes new warship-refueling
mission
By Takehiko Kambayashi,
Washington Times

TOKYO -- Japanese Prime
Minister Yasuo Fukuda faces
an uphill battle in his bid to
resume naval operations to
support the U.S.-led war on
terror in Afghanistan.

Mr. Fukuda repeated his
pledge to resume naval
operations during his New
Year's message Tuesday.

"At this very moment in
the Indian Ocean, a number of
countries are cooperating
carrying on their fight against
terrorism," Mr. Fukuda said. "I
would like to show Japan's
attitude of working hard with
them for the world as soon as
possible."

Japan's naval mission in
the Indian Ocean provided
logistical support to coalition
forces in Afghanistan,
beginning in November 2001.

During the next six years,
its ships provided 132 million
gallons of fuel — free of
charge — to coalition warships
from the U.S., Britain and
Pakistan, the Defense Ministry
said.

Japan, however, had to
recall the mission on Nov. 1
when parliament refused to
extend the six-year mission.

During a White House
meeting with President Bush
two weeks later, his first as
prime minister, Mr. Fukuda
vowed to do his "level best to
achieve an early passage of a
bill for the early resumption"
of the refueling mission near
Afghanistan.

In an attempt to bolster
support, his Cabinet submitted
legislation that would return
Japanese ships to the Indian
Ocean with a more defined
mandate.

Operations would be
limited to refueling and
providing water to ships that
monitor and inspect vessels
suspected of links to smuggling
or terrorism.

Even if the
opposition-controlled upper
house of parliament rejects the
legislation, Mr. Fukuda retains
enough support in the more
powerful lower house to
override the objections.

Minoru Morita, a
Tokyo-based political analyst,
said other issues appear more
pressing to Japanese voters.

"Many Japanese people
are saying politics in this
country is stuck in such a small
issue. They think there are so
many major problems to
tackle. They are worried that
Japan has yet to overcome
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deflation and that the gap
between rich and poor is
widening," said Mr. Morita,
who makes more than 300
speeches a year across Japan.

"Many people are
disappointed with lack of
leadership shown by Mr.
Fukuda and Mr. [Ichiro]
Ozawa, [the leader of the main
opposition party]. They despair
of Japan's future," he said.

That could explain
declining public support for the
mission, with opposition from
pacifist supporters of Japan's
war-renouncing constitution
and hard-liners angered at U.S.
concessions to North Korea in
nuclear negotiations.

Scandals over the
government's mishandling of
millions of public-pension
records, a bribery case
involving a former top Defense
Ministry official and a
prolonged legal battle over
compensating hundreds of
Japanese who contracted
hepatitis C from tainted blood
products also have eroded
support for his government.

According to opinion polls
by major daily Mainichi
Shimbun, 50 percent of those
surveyed are opposed to the
mission, while 41 percent
support its resumption.

Major polls also showed
approval ratings for his Cabinet
hovering at just over 30
percent.

Toshiyuki Shikata, a law
professor at Teikyo University
in Tokyo and a retired army
general, said it will take time to
work around opposition from
the upper house, especially
with U.S. concessions to North
Korea eroding support from
lawmakers who normally
would support the effort.

"The U.S. has raised
distrust among us because they
only present lip service when it
comes to the [North Korean]
abduction issue," said Mr.
Shikata. "They should take a
resolute stance against North
Korea and solve both the issues
of abduction and nuclear
weapons programs."

North Korea admitted
kidnapping at least 13 Japanese

to serve as language instructors
for its spies.

Moreover, Japan warned
the United States that relations
will suffer if Washington
removes North Korea from a
list of terrorist states as part of
six-nation talks on the North's
nuclear program without first
resolving the abduction issue.

Some in the Bush
administration advocate such a
move, especially at the State
Department, which is in charge
of negotiations with North
Korea.

For now, however, the
nuclear talks have stalled
because North Korea missed a
year-end deadline to declare all
past nuclear activities.

For Japanese, the issue of
the abductees is as emotional
as the POW/MIA issue that
bedeviled U.S. rapprochement
with Vietnam for decades.

Last month, Japan's
parliament passed a resolution
urging Washington not to take
North Korea off its list of
terrorism-supporting states in
exchange for progress in a
nuclear-disarmament deal.

U.S. Ambassador J.
Thomas Schieffer, addressing
reporters recently at his Tokyo
residence, said, "It would be a
real tragedy if somehow Japan
tried to opt out of the war on
terror. It's just an issue that
requires a unified international
community to make any
headway against."

About 50,000 American
troops are based in Japan under
a security treaty.
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24. Musharraf Delivers
A Fierce Denial
Pakistan's President Blames
Assassinated Rival for Being
Incautious
By Griff Witte, Washington
Post Foreign Service

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan,
Jan. 3 -- Pakistani President
Pervez Musharraf on Thursday
vehemently denied that he or
his government played any role
in the death of former prime

minister Benazir Bhutto, and
instead blamed her for not
heeding warnings to take extra
precautions.

A week after Bhutto's
assassination, Musharraf
bristled at the suggestion --
often made by Bhutto
supporters -- that he or his
allies had had a hand in her
death, saying the government
lacked both the means and the
motive.

"I have been brought up in
a very educated and civilized
family which believes in
values, which believes in
principles, which believes in
character," he said at a news
conference for foreign
journalists held at the
president's house. "My family
is not a family which believes
in killing people."

Musharraf added that he
did not think the nation's
powerful intelligence services
were capable of recruiting
someone to carry out a suicide
bombing against Bhutto.

Instead, he again pinned
responsibility on Islamic
extremists, citing Baitullah
Mehsud and Maulana
Fazlullah, two pro-Taliban
commanders who have created
armies of radical followers in
the country's restive northwest.

Bhutto's followers have
focused their suspicions on
several people with either past
or present ties to Musharraf,
four of whom Bhutto had
named in a letter to the
president as enemies plotting to
kill her. One of those she
implicated was Chaudhry
Pervez Elahi, a former chief
minister of Punjab province
and a likely candidate for
prime minister if Musharraf's
allies do well enough in next
month's elections to form a
government.

But Musharraf said that
the allegation that Elahi, or
anyone else from the
government, had participated
in the attack was "baseless,"
and that Scotland Yard
investigators he had invited to
probe the matter would not be
pursuing that possibility.

"I would like to know how

she died, ultimately,"
Musharraf said. "But I will not
like anyone to go on a
wild-goose chase and start
creating a disturbance."

Sherry Rehman,
spokeswoman for Bhutto's
Pakistan People's Party,
accused Musharraf of trying to
set the terms of Scotland
Yard's investigation before it
had even begun. "It's not for
him to decide what's a
wild-goose chase," she said.

Appearing jovial and
confident while admitting that
his country is in "crisis,"
Musharraf said he decided to
invite British investigators
because he was not satisfied
with the work of Pakistan's
own security services. He
pointed to their decision to
wash down the site minutes
after the attack occurred and
before forensic evidence could
be collected. But he called that
choice an example of
"inefficiency" rather than an
indication of anything
nefarious.

"They didn't do it with the
intention of hiding secrets," he
said.

Since Bhutto's death, the
nation has been deep in
turmoil. She was killed while
leaving a rally in the garrison
city of Rawalpindi, and the
news sparked three days of
riots. The resulting damage led
the election commission on
Wednesday to delay by six
weeks a long-awaited vote that
had been slated for Tuesday.
Pakistanis will now go to the
polls to elect a new Parliament
on Feb. 18.

Throughout last year,
Bhutto and Musharraf had been
negotiating a U.S.-brokered
power-sharing arrangement
that might have involved him
serving as president and her as
prime minister.

The two never trusted each
other, however, and that
mistrust lives on between
Musharraf and Bhutto's
husband, Asif Ali Zardari. In
the past week, he has accused
Musharraf of criminal
negligence and called the
president's party "the killer
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league."
Bhutto had been waving to

a crowd of supporters from the
back seat of her bulletproof
sport-utility vehicle when she
was fired on at close range by
one assailant, moments before
another blew himself up.

Musharraf on Thursday
suggested Bhutto had left
herself vulnerable and had
failed to take necessary
safeguards despite warnings
from government officials in
Pakistan and abroad that she
was under threat. Musharraf
said she had specifically been
told not to go to Liaqat Bagh,
the park where the
assassination took place.

"She went of her own
volition, ignoring the threat,"
he said. And once there, he
said, she decided to take the
risk of poking her upper torso
out of the sunroof so she could
wave goodbye. Her two
companions in the back seat of
the SUV, Musharraf said, were
uninjured in the attack because
they had stayed inside.

"Who is to blame for her
coming out of the vehicle and
standing outside? Who is to
blame? The law enforcement
agencies?" Musharraf asked
indignantly.

Bhutto's aides have said
that she knew the risk she was
taking by waving to supporters
but could not resist responding
to their cheers with a display of
thanks. Bhutto had a knack
throughout her career for
drawing massive crowds, and
public rallies were an essential
part of the PPP's campaign
strategy.

Rehman, the PPP
spokeswoman, called
Musharraf's comments on
Thursday "ludicrous" and
accused the president of
ignoring Bhutto's frequent
requests for better protection.
"They were the ones who were
failing to take her security
seriously," she said. Bhutto had
asked for four police vehicles
to escort her car, Rehman said,
but on the day of the attack
there had been just one. "That
day, I hardly saw any police,"
she said.

Musharraf acknowledged
Thursday that he is also under
threat, saying his own security
detail is often unhappy with
him because they believe he
takes too many risks.

"I cannot say that I am
very, very secure. There are
people gunning for me,"
Musharraf said. "But I know
how to protect myself."

Los Angeles Times
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25. North Korea Says It
Will Boost Its 'War
Deterrent'
By Times Wire Services

SEOUL —North Korea's
state media warned today that
the communist nation would
bolster its "war deterrent" and
accused the United States of
plotting a nuclear war.

The main newspaper
Rodong Sinmun said that the
U.S. was modernizing its
nuclear arsenal under its
"aggression strategies."

The North Korean
government often uses
"deterrent," "war deterrent" or
"nuclear deterrent" to refer to
its nuclear weapons. A threat to
bolster its deterrent usually
means it thinks international
powers are not treating it
properly.

The statement came a few
days after North Korea missed
a year-end deadline to declare
all its nuclear programs under
an international agreement.

"Our republic will
continue to harden its war
deterrent further in response to
the U.S. stepping up its nuclear
war moves," the paper said.

The government in
Pyongyang has promised to
abandon its nuclear ambitions
in return for energy aid and
political concessions.

It shut down its only
functioning reactor in July and
began disabling it and other
facilities under the watch of
U.S. experts in November.

In a separate report in its
official media today, North
Korea said it had slowed the
pace of disablement because it

did not think that other parties
to the agreement had supplied
aid in a timely manner.

U.S. Assistant Secretary of
State Christopher Hill, envoy
to the six-nation talks on North
Korea's nuclear program, plans
to visit the other four countries
-- Japan, South Korea, China
and Russia -- in the next week.
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26. Nuke Delay Natural,
China Says

BEIJING — China, host
of six-party talks aimed at
reining in North Korea’s
nuclear program, yesterday
described North Korea’s failure
to meet a deadline to account
for its nuclear activities as a
natural delay.

North Korea failed to meet
a year-end deadline to make a
full declaration of its nuclear
programs under a
disarmament-for-aid deal
involving the two Koreas, the
United States, Japan, Russia
and China.

In Washington, State
Department spokesman Sean
McCormack said the United
States was eager to see North
Korea’s declaration but added
that Pyongyang should “not
sacrifice completeness and
accuracy for speed.”

Washington Times
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27. Thanking Canada
By James Morrison

In a New Year’s message
to Canada, U.S. Ambassador
David H. Wilkins highlighted
the role of Canadian troops in
Afghanistan, where they have
taken a lead role among NATO
nations.

“All freedom-loving
countries are truly grateful for
Canada’s role in Afghanistan
as part of the United
Nationssanctioned NATO
mission there,” Mr. Wilkins
said in his message posted on
the Web site

canada.usembassy.gov.
“Afghanistan, like Canada and
the United States, now enjoys a
democratically elected
president and National
Assembly.”

Mr. Wilkins added that the
“the most inspirational part of
my job” is visiting Canadian
soldiers who have just returned
from Afghanistan or are
preparing for duty there.

“All of them are
enthusiastic about their mission
and excited to be helping this
young democracy break free of
the chains of terror,” he said.
“They are so incredibly proud
to be representing their country
at this historic time.”

More than 18,000
Canadian troops have served in
Afghanistan since the U.S.
invasion in 2001, which
overthrew the Taliban regime
that sheltered Osama bin
Laden.
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28. AFSOUTH Working
To Help Latin Allies
Rebuild Aging Air
Forces

U.S. Southern Command
is helping four Central
American nations recapitalize
their aging air forces’
equipment and infrastructure
through an effort that would
provide each country with new
aircraft and training, a
command official tells Inside
the Air Force.

The Pentagon and State
Department are working to
secure funding -- which may
be available in the fiscal year
2009 budget -- for a Regional
Aircraft Modernization
Program (RAMP) for the Latin
countries, Lt. Col. Troy
Hewgley, chief of the theater
security operations division at
Air Forces Southern, said in a
Dec. 21 telephone interview.

If funding is not obtained
in the next defense budget,
officials are looking to
program the money somewhere
in the 2010 to 2015 spending
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plan.
“What we’re looking to

really do with RAMP is to
provide a flexible, cost-sharing
procurement program for these
partners,” he said.

Allies in the region face
many challenges, including the
drug trade and violence from
powerful gangs, Hewgley said.
These countries -- with the
help of the U.S. military -- are
trying to keep 1970s-era
aircraft flying to combat these
adversaries.

“If we don’t do something,
we’re going to end up being
the surrogate air force of Latin
America,” he said.

Over the past couple of
years SOUTHCOM has been
developing a strategy for the
RAMP effort, Hewgley said.
Command officials recently
completed a study on the needs
of four nations: El Salvador,
Nicaragua, Guatemala and
Honduras.

Researchers found that if
each country received the same
assets, maintenance and other
associated equipment, costs
would be lowered, he said.

“Latin America’s air
forces capability is decreasing
on a daily basis,” he said. “If
the United States does not act
soon, these countries are going
to lose their capability to
support their own countries and
the region.”

Officials have broken the
modernization effort into three
phases, to be carried out over
the next 20-plus years. In the
first, each country would
receive four multirole airlifters
capable of short takeoffs and
landings, tactical airlift
support, medical evacuation
and fire fighting as well as an
intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance gathering
capability, Hewgley said.

Phase two would include
the acquisition of four
multimission utility helicopters
capable of providing
humanitarian assistance and
disaster response, he said. A
five-year maintenance and
logistics plan would be
included in the agreements.

The types of platforms

have not been chosen yet, but
they would be new aircraft.

“We feel -- looking at the
tough environments down
there, the challenges that they
face -- that a very
cost-effective, new airplane
with that maintenance support
would best support their
needs,” Hewgley said.

Much later, the acquisition
of an air interceptor aircraft
might be considered.

Execution of the RAMP
program would support the
United States’ regional and
national interests by increasing
regional cooperation and
interoperability; reducing illicit
air and maritime drug traffic;
protecting air sovereignty; and
reducing direct U.S. military
involvement in the region,
according to briefing slides on
the initiative.

The United States last
supported these nations
through a similar program in
the 1970s, Hewgley said. Some
of the countries still fly the
A-37s, C-130 A-models and
Huey 1 helicopters, which are
costly to maintain.

The four nations -- which
would share funding costs with
the United States -- were
chosen because they already
have close working
relationships and are close U.S.
allies.

“This is the perfect
nucleus to start with RAMP,”
he said.

While Air Force officials
are remaining focused on the
current project, there are
aspirations to expand the
program to other South and
Central American nations as
well.

-- Marcus Weisgerber
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29. GAO Upholds
Challenge To $1.2
Billion Boeing Contract
By Dana Hedgpeth,
Washington Post Staff Writer

The Government
Accountability Office has

upheld a competitor's protest of
a $1.2 billion contract awarded
to Boeing to maintain a fleet of
Air Force refueling tankers.

In September, Pemco
Aeroplex of Birmingham, Ala.,
protested the Air Force's award
of the deal to Boeing, saying
that the Air Force's evaluation
was flawed in "various aspects,
including the evaluation of
offerors' past performance,
mission capability and
cost/price."

The GAO last week
sustained Pemco's protest over
how cost and price were
evaluated. Its decision said the
"record does not reflect any Air
Force analysis as to the realism
of certain changes" in Boeing's
final proposals "or the potential
risk associated with those
changes." Officials in the
procurement division of the Air
Force said they expect to
respond to the GAO's findings
soon.

The GAO did not rule on
Pemco's allegations that a
senior Air Force official in the
office that awarded the contract
had a conflict of interest.

Pemco made the allegation
after a story in The
Washington Post detailed the
relationship between the
official, Charles D. Riechers,
and an Air Force contractor.
That contractor was a
subsidiary of an organization
that claims Boeing as a client,
the Pemco protest said.

While waiting to be
confirmed as the Air Force
principal deputy assistant
secretary for acquisitions,
Riechers did no work for the
firm, Commonwealth Research
Institute. Instead, he worked
for Sue C. Payton, assistant Air
Force secretary for acquisition.

But the Air Force
defended the arrangement as a
way to keep Riechers involved
while his nomination was
pending. The arrangement later
drew scrutiny from Congress
and the Pentagon's inspector
general.

On Oct. 14, days after
Pemco's allegation, Riechers,
47, was found dead at his
home, an apparent suicide.

Boeing denied any
connection with Riechers. The
Pentagon's inspector general, a
special investigative office of
the Air Force and local law
enforcement agencies are
looking into Riechers's work
and his death.

The GAO said it had been
advised by the Air Force that
"both local law enforcement
and federal government
investigative authorities are
conducting an ongoing
investigation into 'the root
cause' of Mr. Riechers' death."

The agency's statement
said that "it is our
understanding that this
investigation will encompass
matters that may have a
bearing on Pemco's allegations
of bias." Because of the
ongoing investigations, the
GAO "does not express any
opinion regarding Pemco's bias
allegations."

Baltimore Sun
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30. Osiris Wins Defense
Pact For Therapy
By Allison Connolly, Sun
reporter

Osiris Therapeutics Inc.
said yesterday that it has won a
$224.7 million contract from
the Defense Department to
develop and stockpile
Prochymal, its adult stem cell
therapy, to treat gastrointestinal
damage caused by radiation
exposure.

Prochymal, which is made
from mesenchymal stem cells
found in adult bone marrow, is
in late-stage human clinical
trials for other uses, including
the treatment of Crohn's
disease.

The government will pay
Columbia-based Osiris and its
partner, Cambridge,
Mass.-based Genzyme Corp.,
$24.7 million to develop the
stem cell therapy to treat acute
radiation syndrome, or
radiation sickness, a potentially
fatal condition that could be
inflicted by a nuclear bomb or
other radiological threat.

High doses of radiation in
a short amount of time can
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damage cells in the skin,
gastrointestinal tract and bone
marrow and result in death
within days or months.
Prochymal works at the
cellular level to repair damaged
tissue and stimulate growth of
healthy tissue.

If Prochymal is approved
by the Food and Drug
Administration, the Defense
Department would purchase up
to 20,000 doses in four
5,000-dose increments for
troops and civilians, Osiris
said, worth $200 million.

Osiris' share of that would
be $170 million - a big payoff
for a biotech company that has
yet to be profitable. It lost
nearly $45 million in 2006 and
$32.3 million in the first three
quarters of last year.

But the company has at
least a year's worth of clinical
trials to complete before it can
even apply to the government
for market approval, said
Osiris President and Chief
Executive Officer C. Randal
Mills.

While the therapy has
passed tests for safety in
humans, it must undergo
efficacy testing in animals.

"It's very exciting and very
promising, but there is a lot of
work ahead of us," Mills said.

It is the first such award
for the two companies since
they announced a partnership
to develop Prochymal for the
U.S. government and its allies
for emergency preparedness.
Genzyme is a subcontractor to
Osiris under the agreement.

Genzyme spokesman Bo
Piela said his company will be
reimbursed by Osiris at cost for
any development work
Genzyme does and would earn
royalties worth 15 percent of
sales if approved for the
Defense Department's use.

While an important
contract, Mills said it would
represent a small segment of
business the company hopes to
generate from Prochymal. He
believes the stem cell therapy
could be developed for a
variety of ailments, including
diabetes, heart disease and
chronic obstructive pulmonary

disorder.
Prochymal is currently in

phase III testing - the final
hurdle a drug must pass to gain
market approval - for the
treatment of Crohn's disease,
an inflammation of the
digestive tract, a market Mills
estimates is worth $500 million
in the U.S. alone.

It also is in phase III
testing to treat
graft-versus-host disease, in
which immune cells from
transplanted bone marrow
attack the recipient's body.

Osiris has one product on
the market, Osteocel, which
stimulates bone growth. It had
$5.3 million in sales through
the first three quarters of 2007.

This most recent award is
"tremendous validation about
the depth that this company has
been able to develop
Prochymal through," Mills
said.

Osiris stock closed up 30
cents yesterday at $12.57 per
share in trading on the Nasdaq.
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31. Final Proposals
Submitted For Air
Force Tanker Contract

The Boeing Co. and a
team consisting of Northrop
Grumman Corp. and the
European Aeronautic Defense
and Space Co. submitted their
final proposals to the Air Force
for planes to replace the
service's aging fleet of KC-135
tankers.

The winning bid for the
$40 billion contract will be
chosen "on or about" Jan. 31,
Northrop said Thursday in a
statement. Both proposed
aircraft are based on
commercial planes.

The Air Force plans to buy
179 tankers to replace its aging
Boeing-built KC-135 fleet.
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32. Dem Asked CIA To
Preserve Tapes

The top Democrat on the
House Intelligence Committee
at the time warned in a 2003
letter that destroying
videotapes of terrorist
interrogations would put the
CIA under a cloud of
suspicion, according to a newly
declassified copy of the letter.

"Even if the videotape
does not constitute an official
record that must be preserved
under the law, the videotape
would be the best proof that the
written record is accurate, if
such record is called into
question in the future," Rep.
Jane Harman, D-Calif., wrote
in a Feb. 10, 2003, letter to
then-CIA general counsel Scott
Muller. "The fact of
destruction would reflect badly
on the agency."

Harman's office released
the declassified letter on
Thursday, a day after the
Justice Department announced
it had opened a criminal
investigation into the
destruction of the tapes. The
letter notes that a copy also
went to then-CIA director
George Tenet.

In his response to
Harman's letter, Muller did not
address her concerns about
destroying the tapes. Instead,
he reassured her that the
interrogation techniques used
were legal. He added, "I think
it would be fair to assume that
policy as well as legal matters
have been addressed within the
Executive Branch."

New York Times
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33. An Inquiry Seen As
Payback In A Rivalry
By David Johnston

WASHINGTON — The
Justice Department’s criminal
inquiry into the destruction of
the Central Intelligence
Agency interrogation tapes will
be carried out largely by agents
from the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, which has been
sharply at odds with the C.I.A.
over the agency’s interrogation
practices.

In some law enforcement

circles the prospect of the
F.B.I. interviewing high-level
C.I.A. officials, under the plan
announced on Wednesday, and
rummaging around the files of
the agency’s secret
interrogation programs
represents a payback moment
in the rich history of rivalry
between the agencies.

Since the Sept. 11 attacks,
F.B.I. officials have refused to
allow agents to take part in
C.I.A. interrogations in which
harsh methods were used,
questioning the effectiveness
of the techniques. Others have
feared agents might be
compromised if they later
testified in criminal cases.
Some former F.B.I. officials
have been among the most
vocal critics of what the C.I.A.
calls enhanced interrogation
techniques.

Some of the sharpest
disputes between the agencies
have focused on the
interrogation of Abu
Zubaydah, one of two
terrorism suspects whose
interrogations were shown on
the destroyed tapes. The tapes
showed harsh interrogation
techniques and were destroyed,
according to the C.I.A., to
protect the identities of
personnel involved.

Some government officials
have insisted that the most
successful parts of the
interrogation of Abu Zubaydah
came when F.B.I. agents, using
nonconfrontational interview
techniques, extracted a wealth
of information from him before
the C.I.A. authorized a tougher
approach.

C.I.A. officials have said
their tactics are responsible for
extracting the most important
information from Abu
Zubaydah. President Bush has
cited the Abu Zubaydah
interrogation as an example of
the success of the C.I.A.’s
program.

Leaders of both agencies
have asserted for years that
cooperation and coordination
between the F.B.I. and the
C.I.A. on counterterrorism
issues have increased
significantly since the 2001
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attacks, which by accounts
from each side is true.

Nevertheless, despite the
official pronouncements that
the rivalry has ended, the
investigation will be carried
out against a backdrop of ill
will that pervades the culture
of the two agencies.

Law enforcement officials
said Thursday that past
disagreements would not
influence the F.B.I.
investigation into the destroyed
tapes. They insisted that the
inquiry would be handled in a
professional manner under the
direction of a Justice
Department team led by John
H. Durham, a career federal
prosecutor from Connecticut.

Intelligence officials have
said they will cooperate fully
with the criminal inquiry, as
they have with similar inquiries
in the past.

Mr. Bush said Thursday
that the White House would
cooperate with the
investigation. “I strongly
support it,” Mr. Bush said in an
interview with Reuters. “And
we will participate.”

Mr. Bush, who was asked
during the interview whether
he was concerned that the
investigation might raise
questions about his
counterterrorism policy,
replied: “See what it says. See
what the investigation leads
to.”

In another development on
Thursday, Representative Jane
Harman, a California
Democrat, released a letter she
sent to the C.I.A. in February
2003 in which she expressed
concern both about the
agency’s interrogation
techniques and the agency’s
intent to destroy videotape of
Abu Zubaydah. The fact that
Ms. Harman had expressed
those concerns was reported
last month, but the contents of
the letter had not been released.

The letter, recently
declassified at Ms. Harman’s
request, was written shortly
after she received a classified
briefing about the intelligence
agency’s detention and
interrogation program because

she had become the senior
Democrat on the House
Intelligence Committee.

The letter, dated Feb. 10,
2003, says that Ms. Harman
was informed five days earlier
by Scott W. Muller, then the
agency’s top lawyer, that the
C.I.A. planned to destroy the
tape after its inspector general
had completed an inquiry into
the agency’s detention and
interrogation program.

In the letter, Ms. Harman
urged C.I.A. officials to
reconsider their plan to destroy
the videotape, which she said
“would reflect badly on the
Agency.” The letter from Ms.
Harman asked whether White
House officials had determined
that the interrogation methods
used by the C.I.A. were
“consistent with the principles
and policies of the United
States” and whether President
Bush had personally approved
the methods.

In a brief reply, dated Feb.
28, 2003, and also released by
Ms. Harman on Thursday, Mr.
Muller did not answer directly,
saying only that “a number of
Executive Branch lawyers” had
participated in the
determination that “in the
appropriate circumstances, use
of these techniques is fully
consistent with U.S. law.” The
reply did not address the issue
of videotapes.

Feuding between the F.B.I.
and the C.I.A. dates to the
founding of the intelligence
agency in 1947. In recent
years, the agencies’ intramural
debates have been sharpened
by disputes about whether the
C.I.A. or the F.B.I. bore greater
responsibility for missing
signals that might have
uncovered the Sept. 11 plot
before the attacks.

F.B.I. officials have long
argued that the C.I.A. failed to
warn federal agents of the
arrival in the United States of
two Saudi men, Nawaq
Alhazmi and Khalid
al-Mihdhar, who later took part
in the Sept. 11 hijackings and
were on the flight that struck
the Pentagon. C.I.A. officials
said the agency had turned

over to the F.B.I. all travel
records about the two men.

Mark Mazzetti contributed
reporting.
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34. Passenger Jets Get
Anti-Missile Devices
Homeland Security spending
$29 million for tests on 3
airliners
By Mimi Hall, USA Today

WASHINGTON — Tens
of thousands of airline
passengers will soon be flying
on jets outfitted with
anti-missile systems as part of
a new government test aimed
at thwarting terrorists armed
with shoulder-fired projectiles.

Three American Airlines
Boeing 767-200s that fly daily
round-trip routes between New
York and California will
receive the anti-missile laser
jammers this spring, according
to the Department of
Homeland Security, which is
spending $29 million on the
tests.

Jets will fly with the
jammer device mounted on the
belly of the plane, between the
wheels. The device works with
sensors, also mounted on the
plane, that detect a
heat-seeking missile and shoot
a laser at it to send the missile
veering harmlessly off course.

Anti-missile systems have
been tested on cargo planes.
But "this is the first time these
systems have been tested on
actual passenger airlines in
commercial service," says Burt
Keirstead, director of
commercial aircraft protection
at BAE Systems, which
developed the anti-missile
device. "It's the ultimate
consumer use of the
equipment."

Officials emphasize that
no missiles will be test-fired at
the planes, which will fly
between New York's John F.
Kennedy International Airport
and the international airports in
Los Angeles and San
Francisco.

The purpose of the tests is

to determine how well the
laser-jamming technology
works on routine flights, how
the devices affect fuel
consumption and how much
maintenance they require,
according to Keirstead.

Although there has not
been an attempt to take down a
jet on U.S. soil with a
shoulder-fired missile,
Homeland Security has warned
about the possibility because
the portable, lightweight
weapons can be bought on the
black market for as little as a
few hundred dollars.

There have been numerous
deadly attacks on military jets
and cargo planes overseas, and
several near collisions with
passenger planes.

In 2002, two
shoulder-fired missiles
narrowly missed an Israeli
airliner jet as it took off with
261 passengers in Mombassa,
Kenya.

The Defense Department
uses laser-jamming technology
on its planes, but using the
systems on commercial
airliners is much more
controversial because of
concerns about cost and
maintenance.

"If this is going to break
down every other month vs.
every fifth year, obviously
that's a big, big difference,"
says Jim Tuttle of the
Homeland Security
Department's Science and
Technology division.

Keirstead says the systems
could be installed for
somewhere from $500,000 to
$1 million per plane, but it's
unclear how much it would
cost to maintain them. Airlines
have balked at paying the cost,
and Congress would have to
decide whether the federal
government would foot the
bill.

American Airlines
spokesman John Hotard says
company officials agreed to
participate in the tests in case
Congress eventually requires
airlines to install the devices.

But American is
"philosophically opposed" to
anti-missile technology on
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commercial planes, he says.
"When you look at the cost
benefit, it would be an
extremely expensive
proposition, and in the end, is it
really going to work?"

Philadelphia Inquirer
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35. Al-Qaeda Ally Says
It Killed 4 Algerian
Police
By Associated Press

ALGIERS, Algeria -- An
al-Qaeda affiliate in North
Africa took responsibility for a
suicide bombing east of the
Algerian capital that killed four
police officers, according to a
statement posted yesterday on
extremist Web sites.

A vehicle rigged with
explosives slammed into the
Naciria police station
Wednesday, killing the officers
and injuring 20, the Interior
Ministry said. The blast
followed the Dec. 11 twin
suicide bombings at U.N.
offices and a government
building, which killed at least
37 people in Algiers.

"With the grace and
guidance of God, he surprised
the apostates and destroyed the
entire headquarters over their
heads, leaving behind dozens
of dead and injured among the
police," read the statement
yesterday from the group
Al-Qaeda in Islamic North
Africa.

The statement justified the
attack by saying security forces
in Algeria "torture Muslim
youth and shove them into dark
prisons while waging war on
jihad and the mujahedeen on
behalf of their masters in the
Elysee Palace and the White
House."

Al-Qaeda in Islamic North
Africa emerged from an
alliance between Osama bin
Laden's terrorist network and
an Algerian Islamist movement
known as the Salafist Group
for Call and Combat.

Security forces have been
on maximum alert this week,
after three trucks were stolen in
the Algiers region, the

newspaper Liberte reported.
The vehicles included a fuel
tanker, and officials fear they
might be used in suicide
attacks.

Along with yesterday's
explosion, the December
bombings and others in April
were claimed by the same
group, which has increasingly
used vehicles packed with
explosives to strike.

Other attacks this year
include a suicide bombing
inside a military barracks
southeast of Algiers in July,
killing 10 soldiers. Two
months later, at least 28 died
when an explosives-packed
vehicle rammed into a coast
guard barracks in the northern
town of Dellys.
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36. Why U.S. Strategy
On Iran Is Crumbling
Gulf states no longer want to
isolate Iran.
By Marc Lynch

WASHINGTON --
'Everywhere you turn, it is the
policy of Iran to foment
instability and chaos," Defense
Secretary Robert Gates warned
Gulf dignitaries in Bahrain last
month. But in reality,
everywhere you turn, from
Qatar to Saudi Arabia to Egypt,
you now see Iranian leaders
shattering longstanding taboos
by meeting cordially with their
Arab counterparts.

The Gulf has moved away
from American arguments for
isolating Iran. American
policymakers need to do the
same.

The states of the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC)
are accommodating themselves
to Iran's growing weight in the
region's politics. They remain
key parts of America's security
architecture in the region,
hosting massive US military
bases and underwriting the
American economy in
exchange for protection. But as
Saudi analyst Khalid
al-Dakheel argues, they are no
longer content sitting passively
beneath the US security

umbrella and want to avoid
being a pawn in the US-Iranian
struggle for power. Flush with
cash, they are not interested in
a war that would mess up
business.

That's why America's
attempt to shore up
containment against Iran
increasingly seems to be
yesterday's battle. On Dec. 3,
Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad addressed the
GCC in Doha, Qatar. It was the
first time an Iranian leader had
addressed the alliance, which
was formed in 1981 against the
Iranian challenge.

Weeks later, Saudi King
Abdullah invited Mr.
Ahmadinejad to Saudi Arabia –
the president's third visit in a
year – for the hajj, or Muslim
pilgrimage to Mecca. The king
used the occasion to hold
cordial talks.

Iran is even reaching out
to Egypt. Ali Larijani, head of
Iran's National Security
Council, visited Cairo recently
for the highest level talks in 27
years. Afterward, Arab League
chief Amr Moussa bluntly
stated that there was no point
in Arabs treating Iran as an
enemy.

Gulf Arabs have thus
visibly discarded the central
pillar of the past year of
America's Middle East
strategy. Saudis and Egyptians
had been the prime movers in
anti-Iranian and anti-Shiite
agitation. When they are
inviting Ahmadinejad and Mr.
Larijani to their capitals,
America's talk of isolating Iran
sounds outdated.

One hears little today of
the "Shiite crescent"
threatening the region, against
which Arab officials once
gravely warned. The Bush
administration's proposed "axis
of moderation," joining Sunni
Arab states and Israel against
Iran, has quietly passed from
view.

Meanwhile, the GCC
seems more unified and
confident than it has in years.
Earlier this week the six
member countries agreed to
form a common market. Saudi

Arabia and Qatar have mended
fences. Pressures for domestic
political reforms have been
largely defanged, and the oil
bonanza has allowed Saudi
Arabia to pursue an energetic
foreign policy. The Gulf states
won't abandon their US
protectors anytime soon, but
they seem more willing than
ever to act on their own
initiative.

The emerging signs of a
tentative thaw in the Gulf are
not due solely to the release of
the findings in last month's
National Intelligence Estimate
(NIE) that Iran was no longer
pursuing a nuclear weapons
program. The NIE helped
trigger the thaw by convincing
Arabs that a US-led war
against Iran had become much
less likely. But it has long been
clear that most Gulf rulers have
no appetite for a war that
would disrupt their economic
boom and put them at the most
risk. The Gulf media today
speaks more of avoiding war
than of fomenting it.

Even in Iraq, fears of a
Saudi-Iranian proxy war have
given way to hints of an
emerging modus vivendi. Gulf
regimes remain hostile to the
pro-Iranian Iraqi government.
But instead of trying to replace
its Shiite leader, Nouri
al-Maliki, they now seem
satisfied that the rise of the
Sunni "Awakenings" –
US-backed neighborhood
councils that have begun
fighting Al Qaeda – will check
Iranian ambitions. Saudi and
Iranian clients in Iraq even
seem to be carving out zones of
influence, as suggested by
recent talks between the Sunni
Anbar Salvation Council and
the Shiite Supreme Islamic
Iraqi Council.

This is not to say that the
Gulf states are comfortable
with Iranian power. Anti-Shiite
and anti-Persian sentiment
exists throughout the Gulf.
Iran's territorial dispute with
the United Arab Emirates
generates considerable passion
in that country. Few Gulf or
Arab leaders publicly welcome
an Iranian nuclear program.
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And Ahmadinejad's proposal
of a new Gulf security
architecture including Iran was
widely seen as an initiative for
Iranian hegemony, not a
genuine collective security
arrangement.

Gulf states see Iran as a
challenge that they have been
dealing with for decades, not
an urgent or existential threat.
The shifting Arab approach
may leave the US with little
choice but to do the same. Just
as America's containment of
Iraq began to collapse in the
late 1990s when its Arab
neighbors lost faith in the value
of sanctions, the new Gulf
attitudes will probably now
shape what the US can do with
Iran.

Marc Lynch is a professor
of political science and
international affairs at George
Washington University.
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37. Iran's Dangerous
Nuke Game
Why Israel might rush to strike
By Peter Brookes

Iran turned up the heat this
week on still-simmering
concerns about its atomic
aspirations. It crowed that its
1,000-megawatt Bushehr
nuclear-power plant would be
"online" as early as this spring,
putting in place another
important building block of its
nuclear program.

That sort of news can't
help but rattle the steadiest of
nerves, no matter what the
(narrowly focused) US
National Intelligence Estimate
on Iran's nuclear-weapons
program said about the current
state of affairs.

Seemingly not swayed one
iota by the NIE's conclusions,
you have to wonder if Israel -
the country most threatened by
an Iranian nuclear (weapons)
breakout - might take matters
into its own hands.

It has done so twice before
- and the time may be here
again.

In a 1981 dawn raid
lasting less than 90 seconds,

Israeli Defense Force fighters
attacked the nearly completed
40-megawatt Iraqi Osirak
nuclear-reactor complex,
setting back Saddam's ability to
produce fissile material for
nukes.

And again last September,
the IDF allegedly struck a
nascent Syrian nuclear
program, which possibly was
benefiting from outside help, in
a preventive airstrike that may
have also been meant as a
warning to Iran of unpleasant
things to come.

But why strike now?
Well, within about a year

of Bushehr becoming
operational, some of its spent
nuclear fuel could be stripped
of enough plutonium to
produce a handful of nuclear
weapons if the rods aren't
returned to their
owner/provider, Russia.

Because the production of
fissile material is the long pole
in the nuclear-weapons tent,
the diversion of material at
Bushehr is potentially as big a
problem as the 3,000
centrifuges that Iran has
whirring at supersonic speeds,
enriching uranium.

Attacking Bushehr - like
Osirak - before it comes online
would not only stop it from
being used to produce bomb
material, but would also
prevent radiation from the
reactor being spewed into the
atmosphere after a strike.

Also possibly spurring
Israeli Prime Minister Ehud
Olmert to put the IDF into
action is other recent news:
Iran is reportedly buying the
highly capable Russian S-300
air-defense system to bolster
the Tor-M1 surface-air missile
systems Moscow supplied last
year.

The Iranians purchased the
Tor-M1 to prevent a
modern-day Iranian version of
Israel's successful Osirak
strike. The lethal S-300s -
likely a response to the Syrian
strike - will enhance Iran's
ability to protect its nuclear
sites scattered around the
country.

(Curious the extent to

which Iran is willing to go to
protect its so-called "peaceful"
nuclear program, isn't it?)

But despite these reasons
for giving a go-ahead for an
attack on Bushehr before it's up
and running, dealing militarily
with Iran's nuclear program is a
lot more complex than just
that.

While Bushehr is a key
element of the program
because of its ability to
produce large amounts of
bomb-worthy fissile material
(i.e., plutonium) for weapons
use, it isn't the be-all and
end-all of that program.

To cripple Iran's nuclear
program, the IDF would have
to hit other major nuclear sites:
The Natanz
uranium-enrichment plant, the
Arak heavy-water facility and
the Isfahan
uranium-conversion complex -
plus possibly tens of other
nuclear-related sites.

But while some facilities
like Natanz are "hardened,"
well-protected by air defenses
and often buried as deep as 70
feet down, IDF fighters could
hammer them using
GPS/laser-guided and
penetration weapons such as
the American JDAM.

There's also the tyranny of
distance. Iran is a lot farther
from Israel than Iraq - and the
targets aren't clustered like they
were at Osirak. They're spread
across Iran - a country nearly
four times California's size.

Even a surprise IDF air
raid would likely be known to
others such as the United
States, which "owns" the
airspace in the Middle East and
the Persian Gulf with its vast
array of land, sea and air
sensors.

(Of course, it is always
possible Israel's small fleet of
cruise-missile-capable,
Dolphin-class diesel
submarines, deployed to the
Persian Gulf, could play a role
in a strike, especially against
Bushehr in southern Iran.)

A strike would bring
Iranian retaliation, including
terrorist attacks by Tehran's
allies, such as Hezbollah, as

well as missile strikes against
large Israeli cities. By
association, US interests could
come into Iran's crosshairs.

The new year will likely
bring more unwelcome news
about Iran's nuclear program as
it cascades toward a weapons
option. It will also be a fateful
year for Israel, one that may
require action - no matter what
the latest NIE says.

Heritage Foundation
senior fellow Peter Brookes is
a former deputy assistant
secretary of defense.
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38. Democrats In Denial
By Michael Gerson

If 2006 was a year of
denial for the Bush
administration -- demonstrating
that patience in pursuit of a
failing military strategy is not a
virtue -- 2007 was a period of
awakening. Like Abraham
Lincoln before him, the
president discovered the
cathartic pleasure of replacing
generals. In Petraeus, Bush
found his Grant. He also found
that war, like politics, is the art
of adjustment.

As the political blitzkrieg
of 2008 begins in earnest, it is
the Democrats who, on a
number of key issues, are
living in a state of denial.

In Iraq, coalition casualties
are down significantly, along
with Iraqi civilian casualties,
roadside bombings and suicide
attacks. Large sections of
Baghdad have been pacified,
and the military rolls toward
Mosul. Al-Qaeda in Iraq is in
reeling retreat. And, most
impressive, we have seen the
first example of a large-scale
Sunni Arab uprising against
Islamic extremism. By one
estimate, 30,000 former
insurgents and tribal leaders
are now fighting the enemy in
Iraq, adding their surge to our
own.

This progress is reversible,
especially while Moqtada
al-Sadr's militias maintain the
capability to mount their own
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mini-Tet Offensive. But Gen.
David Petraeus's
counterinsurgency strategy has
succeeded with disorienting
speed. Its combination of
vision and competence will fill
chapters in military textbooks.

In spite of these gains,
Democratic presidential
candidates still insist on
reckless timetables for
withdrawal -- the surest way to
rescue defeat from the jaws of
victory. And Senate Majority
Leader Harry Reid -- who
declared that the surge had
"failed" even before it was
fully implemented -- now
contends that "the surge hasn't
accomplished its goals."

Bush was hurt by his late
and grudging acknowledgment
of military failure. Democrats
deserve to be hurt by their late
and grudging acknowledgment
of military success.

Democratic rhetoric on
education is also an assault on
reality. Attacking No Child
Left Behind is a reliable
campaign applause line --
Hillary Clinton promises to
"end" the law, because it is
"just not working." Actually,
the imposition of educational
standards and testing has
improved math and reading
scores and begun narrowing
the gap between disadvantaged
and affluent students.

There is an angry backlash
against NCLB among some
Democratic interest groups.
Suburban districts resent being
labeled as failures just because
some minority and disabled
children aren't making
progress. But that is the whole
purpose of the law -- to prevent
districts from hiding the poor
performance of minorities
behind the success of other
students. Such districts should
feel less resentment and more
shame.

Teachers unions object to
standardized tests, preferring
more subjective, nonacademic
measures of school success.
And that, from one perspective,
is understandable. Failing
corporations do not like
accurate financial disclosures.
Slow runners resent those

pesky stopwatches. The unions
want underperforming schools
and ineffective teachers to be
shielded from objective
scrutiny. But testing is the only
way to determine when
disadvantaged students are
being betrayed -- and by
whom.

Democratic candidates
attack the Bush tax cuts as a
fiscal disaster -- just as a
growing economy has boosted
tax revenue to its highest level
in history, halving the federal
deficit in three years.

In 2008, Democrats are
convinced that their time has
come. But elections are not
won by appealing to the clock.
Political vacuums are filled by
ideas. And Democrats in denial
require some adjustments of
their own.

Instead of criticizing an
increasingly successful Iraq
strategy, it would be helpful to
hear some realistic proposals to
improve American prospects in
Afghanistan, where violence
has reached its highest level in
four years. NATO's military
efforts in that country are
uncoordinated, even incoherent
-- demonstrating the risks of
multilateralism. The resolve of
some European nations is
wavering. An al-Qaeda
ministate is developing across
the Pakistan border. How
would a Democratic response
differ from the current one?

Instead of attacking a
successful education reform, it
would be helpful to hear some
practical ideas for improving
teacher quality. In the real
world of failing schools, the
main problem is not too much
accountability; it is too few
effective instructors. Why
should teacher pay be
determined by collective
bargaining instead of teacher
competence, especially in
low-income schools that need
to reward and retain good
teachers? Why not give
districts more flexibility to fire
teachers who would serve
children better by changing
professions?

Taking a distasteful dose
of reality is one of the most

difficult things in politics.
Clearly it was hard for the
president on Iraq -- but it was
good for the country. And it
would be good for America if
Democrats opened wide for a
dose of their own.
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39. Defining 'Atrocity'
U.S. Marines being smeared in
Iraq
By Diana West

A major story of 2007 was
the progressive unravelling of
the case against the seven
Marines and one Navy
corpsman charged in
connection with the Nov. 19,
2005 killings of Iraqi civilians
in Haditha during a day of
intense military action. To
date, charges against four of
the men have been dismissed
altogether. Two men have been
ordered to a court martial. Two
cases are pending.

What a difference a year
has made since charges came
down at the end of 2006. The
New York Times in October
mourned — I mean, noted —
the shift: "Last year, when
accounts of the killings of 24
Iraqis in Haditha by a group of
Marines came to light, it
seemed that the Iraq war had
produced its defining atrocity,
just as the conflict in Vietnam
had spawned the My Lai
massacre a generation ago."

No "defining atrocity"?
That's too bad. The Times went
on to lament— I mean, report
— that the presiding military
investigator recommended that
murder charges against the
ranking enlisted Marine, Staff
Sgt. Frank D. Wuterich, be
dropped. And this, the
newspaper bellyached, "may
well have ended prosecutors'
chances of winning any murder
convictions in the killings."

No murder convictions?
Well, boo hoo.

This isn't to suggest that
the four remaining Marines
facing legal proceedings are in
the clear. Quite the contrary.
Consider the two cases going

to military court. The court
martial of Lance Cpl. Stephen
Tatum, charged with
aggravated assault and reckless
endangerment, is scheduled for
March 28. He could face up to
19 years in prison, a
dishonorable discharge and
loss of retirement benefits. The
court martial of Lt. Col. Jeffrey
Chessani, charged with failing
to properly report and
investigate a possible "law of
war" violation, is scheduled for
April 28. He could face more
than two years in prison, a
dishonorable discharge and
loss of retirement benefits.

Having survived the war in
Iraq, the lives of these
American soldiers remain very
much in jeopardy. But the most
sensational charges against
them have fallen apart. Who
can forget the March 19, 2006,
Time magazine story by Tim
McGirk titled "Collateral
Damage or Civilian Massacre
in Haditha?" The story
answered its own question by
describing a vengeful, Marine
"rampage." On May 17, 2006,
Rep. John Murtha,
Pennsylvania Democrat, piled
on to say what happened at
Haditha was actually "much
worse" than the Time story
implied. Official investigations
were still underway, but the
ranking member of the Defense
Appropriations Subcommittee
repeatedly condemned the
Marines for having "killed
innocent civilians in cold
blood." As if to underscore the
point, on May 25, 2006,
then-Commandant of the
Marine Corps Michael Hagee
announced he would embark
on a grand tour of Marine
bases to "reinforce standards
and core values." This didn't
exactly come off as a vote of
confidence in his men.

As 2008 begins, Haditha
hysteria still blights the lives of
all the men who were
implicated, not just the soldiers
remaining in legal limbo. But
what about the accusers who
trumpeted the worst of the
charges? Are they accountable
for tarnished reputations?
Terminated careers? Legal
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bills? Outrage? Night sweats?
Dream on. Mr. McGirk has
moved on to a plummy new
assignment as Time Jerusalem
bureau chief, even as Time has
moved away from signal points
in the initial report. Via
subsequent "corrections," Time
asserted that the identity of a
key source was grossly
misrepresented, and admitted
that allegations about a
photograph reported as "one of
the most damning pieces of
evidence investigators have"
was based on information from
a source who later said "he had
no firsthand knowledge" of it.

Mr. Murtha refuses to
comment on the matter
publicly or otherwise; as a
defendant in a civil libel suit
filed by Staff Sgt. Wuterich,
he's appealing a federal court
order to be interviewed by Sgt.
Wuterich's attorneys.

Gen. Hagee, whom Mr.
Murtha has identified as his
source (Gen. Hagee denies
this), has retired.

End of story? Not
necessarily. The week before
Christmas, the North County
Times reported that lawyers for
Lance Cpl. Tatum have asked
the military court to order John
Murtha to submit to interviews
about his comments. They also
"want to force an interview
with retired Marine Corps
Commandant Michael Hagee
about what Hagee may have
said to Murtha or others about
the Haditha killings." The
judge has yet to rule on this
matter, but I, for one, hope he
orders up the interviews. What
is said may reveal that the Iraq
war has indeed produced its
"defining atrocity" — against
our own Marines.

Diana West’s column for
The Washington Times appears
on Fridays.
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40. War, Or Crime, In
Cyberspace
By Austin Bay

In the computer age —
and 2008 is definitely in the

computer age — the difference
between an act of war and
crime is often a matter of
interpretation as well as
degree.

Attack a nation's highways
and railroads, and you've
attacked transportation
infrastructure. You have also
committed an obvious,
recognized act of war.

An electronic attack
doesn't leave craters or
bleeding human casualties, at
least not in the same overt
sense of an assault with
artillery and bombs. However,
the economic costs can be
much larger than a classic
barrage or bombing campaign.

Cyberspace has become a
much busier and more
dangerous place in the last 15
years. Today, entire nations
rely on computer networks for
communications, economic
transfers and information
storage. Computers and
computer networks are
lucrative targets for criminals.
This increased reliance means
that in the 21st century
targeting a nation's electronic
infrastructure is an act of war.

Bankers know this. So do
intelligence agencies.
Diplomats and political leaders
must also come to grips with
that reality.

Everyone with a personal
computer understands the basic
concepts of cyber warfare.
Link your laptop to the Internet
and you link to the great
collective of the Information
Age. You also connect to a
digital disease pool populated
by viruses that instantly erase
electronic brains. That means
data is destroyed — perhaps
less messily, but as thoroughly,
as an attack with a
high-explosive bomb.

You also enter a world
where even trusted Web sites
may leave a “tracking cookie”
on your own computer so they
can know something about
your Internet shopping
preferences.

There are, however, even
more aggressive programs that
allow “inquisitive geeks” to
follow everything you read and

write. These cyber “spyware”
programs are a form of cyber
spy war.

Add more sophisticated
digital trickery and more levels
of penetration wizardry, and
programs like these could steal
secrets from embassies and
defense facilities.

Spies and soldiers know
cyber attacks aren't new and
that institutional computer
systems — even large,
ostensibly well-protected one
like those used by banks, big
businesses and government
agencies — are also
vulnerable. In the early 1990s,
a senior National Security
Agency staffer told me that
individual hackers were
constantly trying to penetrate
“various government
networks.” He did not
elaborate — any elaboration
would have quickly involved
classified material — but he
said NSA analysts had “learned
a lot watching these people.”
Those are cryptic words from a
cryptologist in the days when
computer-savvy 14-year-olds
were tapping into their parents'
bank accounts.

In late April last year, the
world got a look at the
economic and psychological
effects of a “massed” cyber
attack — a sophisticated,
sustained and coordinated
“hack” of an entire country.

Estonia was the victim.
Estonia is a “wired society”
that made Internet access an
economic and political priority.
Over a period of weeks (April
through mid-May), Estonia
suffered from what The
Washington Post described as
“massive and coordinated
cyber attacks on Web sites of
the government, banks,
telecommunications
companies, Internet service
providers and news
organizations.” Bank accounts
were “probed,” e-mail services
shut down.

Estonia's minister of
defense called the attacks
“organized attacks on basic
modern infrastructures.”
According to press reports,
Estonia claimed the attacks

originated at the Internet
addresses of “state agencies in
Russia.” Russia denied the
charge, attributing the attacks
to criminals and vandals.

There is no doubt the
Internet is rife with criminal
activity. Last Sept. 5,
StrategyPage.com called China
“Computer Crime Central.”
The StrategyPage report
focused on “poisoned Web
sites” that try to steal financial
data (like bank account login
information). StrategyPage
argued that some Internet
criminal activity appeared to
link to “attacks on Western
military and government
networks.”

Those attacks certainly
occur. On Sept. 3, the Financial
Times reported that China's
military had hacked “a
Pentagon computer network”
in June 2007. That followed
reports that Germany's
Chancellor Angela Merkel had
complained to China's premier
about Chinese hacking of
German computer systems.

A criminal act or an act of
war? Until September 11,
2001, the U.S. government
treated terror as a criminal-type
activity to be confronted with a
robust law enforcement effort.
That approach, however,
proved inadequate.

Austin Bay is a nationally
syndicated columnist.
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